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CASS BUSINESS SCHOOL 
BOARD OF STUDIES IN BUSINESS STUDIES 

The 90th meeting of the Board of Studies of the Cass Business School was held on 
Wednesday 30th October 2019 in Room LG002 commencing at 3.00pm 

In attendance: Mrs Claire Stack 
 

MINUTES 

Name of Member Meeting 
90 
30/10/19 

Meeting  Meeting Meeting Meeting Meeting  

Professor Paolo Volpin (Chair) √ 
Prof Ben Rickayzen (Deputy Chair) √ 
Ex-officio 
Prof Rich Payne √ 
Dr Nick Motson Apols 
Prof Bobby Banerjee Apols 
Prof Stephen Thomas Apols 
Dr Dirk Nitzsche Apols 
Dr Peter Grant √ 
Dr Russell Gerrard √ 
Prof Anthony Neuberger Apols 
Prof Gianvito Lanzolla √ 
Dr Simon Parker √ 
Mr Saqlain Riaz – SU VP Education √ 
Ms Danya Aamir – School 
Representation Officer √ 

Elected and elected by default 
Ms Helen Connellan √ 
Ms Alison Sands √ 
Professor Costas Grammenos Apols 
Prof Laura Empson Apols 
Dr Simone Krummaker √ 
Prof Laure Cabantous √ 
Dr Giovanni Cespa √ 
Dr David Smith √ 
Professor Clive Holtham √ 
Dr Alessandro Giudici √ 
Dr Angela Gallo √ 
Ms Mary Flynn √ 
Mr Lloyd Diwell Apols 
Mr Damian Williams Apols 
Student Representatives 
 Spec Masters – TBC N/A 
 Spec Masters – TBC N/A 
 UG – TBC N/A 
 UG – TBC N/A 
Research – TBC N/A 

√ indicates attendance
* indicates apologies for absence
N/M indicates no longer CBSBS member 
Sab indicates sabbatical leave 



   
  

                                                                     
Section A - Unreserved Minutes 
 
Part One – Preliminary Items 

 
90.A1 Welcome and apologies 

 
The Chair welcomed members to the 90th Cass Board of Studies. Special welcome was 
extended to the new Student Union elected Vice President Education, Mr Saqlain Riaz 
and to the School Representation Officer, Ms Danya Aamir and the newly elected staff 
members, Prof Laura Empson and Ms Laure Cabantous. 
 
Apologies were noted. 
 

90.A2 Minutes 
 

The minutes of the previous meeting that took place on the 26th June 2019 were agreed 
as an accurate record. 
 

90.A3  Matters Arising        
 

The status of actions arising from previous meetings was noted with all actions having 
been completed or in process. 

 
 90.A4 Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 

  
 The terms of reference and membership for 2019/20 were noted and agreed.  
 

90.A5  Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership of Board of Studies sub 
committees 

   
 The terms of reference and membership for the Sub-Committees for 2019/20 were noted 
and agreed.  

 
 90.A6 Dean’s Report 
         
 The Board heard that the informal stage of the recruitment process for the new Dean had 

successfully taken place. Many Professional and Faculty staff had been part of the process 
and feedback on each candidate had been sent to the University. Formal interviews would 
take place at end of month. 

 
 The Howard Thomas report would be discussed by Council in December.  
 
 All School Deans were currently involved in a project to improve decision making processes 

within the University and updates would be given during the project. 
 
Part Two – Reports and Consultations 
 
90.A7   Senate Minutes and Consultations 
 
A7.1 The minutes of the meeting dated 10th July 2019 were noted.  
  
 The item (13.2) concerning the GTA contracts for PhD students was briefly discussed. The 

Chair commented that ongoing discussions were taking place with Prof Andrew Jones, Vice 
President (Research & Enterprise). The aim being to negotiate on remuneration rates for 
research student excess teaching hours which were now substantially lower due to the 
recent change in process. It had been proposed that the hourly rate could be higher than 
the GTA rate in proportion with the work being undertaken.    

 
 It was noted that resolution of this issue had also been a condition of the recent Research 

Periodic Review which had taken place in June 2019, however S&AS had not yet sent a 
finalised report for the School to review and respond to despite several formal requests. 

 



   
  

                                                                     
A7.2 To note the Cass response to the Senate Consultation on changes to the Module 

Evaluation Policy 
 
 The response was noted. 
 
A7.3    To note the Cass response to the Senate Consultation on changes to the Count Me In 

Policy 
 
 The response was noted. 
 
A7.4     To discuss the Senate consultation on Academic Misconduct Policy 
 
 The Chair invited comments on the consultation. The SU VP, Education highlighted that 

the language used in the policy was quite draconian and not very student friendly, this was 
echoed by further members who felt it was unclear who the policy was aimed at.  

 
 Some concern was raised that it appeared that as a School we would need to keep a log 

of all academic allegations. There was discussion on what would need to be included in the 
log. It was suggested that only what formally reached the Deputy Registrar (Standards), as 
the staff member responsible for Academic Misconduct cases, should be recorded not 
those dealt with by ‘informal’ resolution. 

 
 Members were invited to share further commentary with the Deputy Registrar (Standards), 

who would collate and respond to the Consultation on behalf g the Board. 
 
 Action: Members to feedback comments on consultation to Deputy Registrar 

(Standards), before submission to S&AS by 1st December 2019.                                                                                                                    
 
90.A8   AACSB and Assurance of Learning 
  
 The Board received an update on progress to date. Data from the project had regularly 

reviewed at Board of Studies meetings since June 2017. In all samples 60% of sampled 
work had scored grade C or above, the minimum threshold to assure the School that 
Learning outcomes have been achieved.  

  
 The Board heard that the School would continue with this enhancement activity, and would 

continue to sample modules on an annual basis.  To further facilitate this process, all 
Course Directors would be asked to complete a curriculum map on an annual basis using 
a standard template. This would be circulated in early November 2019 for completion by 
early December 2019. 

 
90.A9 Student Voice 
 
A9.1 The Board received an update on recent SU activity from the SU VP Education on the 

following areas: 
 

• All Cass representative training sessions had been completed.  
• Core priorities for 2019/20 included developing stronger community feeling, 

developing lecture capture and addressing printing fees. 
• All SROs had been welcomed including Danya Aamir who would represent Cass. 
• The Union had run an exciting number of events to celebrate Black History Month 

 
A9.2     To receive a report on the outcome of the NSS student survey 
  
 A summary report was considered on the recent results from the 2019 NSS survey.  
  
 There had been, on average, year on year improvement.  Overall satisfaction was up on 

every degree, with 3 degrees showing satisfaction above 90%. There was strong 
performance, relative to last year, on ACT, MGT and IFRM. 

 
 Cass scored poorly in questions related to community and in the assessment and feedback 



   
  

                                                                     
category. This was also true when compared to our competitors.  

 
 The Associate Dean commented that overall they were pleased with progress made in the 

last two years and confirmed the following was in place: 
 

Community: it would be difficult issue to resolve without solving the Cass real estate issue. 
Having UG students separated from PG students and, most importantly, faculty effected 
student perception of the Cass community. However, the programme were investing more 
in events bringing students together in an attempt to foster stronger ties within their 
community. 

 
 Assessment and feedback: CDs from the two largest clusters of programmes have 

engaged with LEaD to look at assessment types and plans for those degrees. On the  
Finance cluster this has resulted in the imposition of more consistency of assessments 
within assessment types (e.g. a consistent structure for MCQ tests) and the requirement 
for detailed assessment criteria to be published that explained clearly what each piece of 
written coursework demanded of a student. 

 
 Communications and transparency: the programme were experimenting with some 

different ways of conveying information to students. Short videos were being used to 
explain certain processes (e.g. elective choices or the life-cycle of an exam paper and 
script) so that students were more aware of the programmes our work and constraints and 
also so that they were provided with information in a fashion that might be easier to 
consume. It was hoped that this might improve scores relating to communications and also 
perhaps to assessment. 

  
 Final Year Projects: changes were underway in both of the large degree clusters. In the 

Business and Management degrees a more structured set of FYP preparation activities 
were planned in autumn. On the Finance cluster the programme had introduced a more 
structured and staff led Applied Research Project as an alternative to the FYP. Topics 
were provided by staff, who supervise small groups of students working on the same or 
similar problems. The majority of final year students had opted for this route. 

  
 Personal tutoring: data from draft APEs suggested that students and tutors were poorly 

matched. The personal tutoring system would be changed to create smaller teams of 
specialist tutors for each degree programme. These tutors would typically teach on that 
programme and would be matched to a larger number of students than previously. The 
goal was to create tutors who were specialist to the programme and familiar to students. 

  
 Year 1 timetabling: year 1 students complained in YV that they did not know the details of 

their timetable as of their registration date. This was due to the programme allowing self-
selection of tutorials by students. This year, we have simplified  things for Year 1 students, 
in that they were pre-allocated to tutorial groups so their full timetable was known earlier, 
while still allowing students in years 2 and 3 to choose those tutorial slots that suited their 
constraints best. 

 
 The Associate Dean finished by commenting that further feedback on the new BSc 

Business Management degree would be crucial going forward. This was something that 
the School SRO could potentially help with. 

 
90.A10 Assessment Boards, Assessment Board Sub-Committees and Appeal Panels  
  
 The following was approved for 2019-20:  
 
 (i)       Chairs and Deputy Chairs of Assessment Boards for recommendation to Senate 
 (ii)      Chairs of Academic Appeals 
 (iii)     Composition of Appeal Panels 

  (iv)    Composition of Advisory Panels (Extenuating Circumstances Panels and Academic     
Misconduct Panels) 

 (v)     UG Assessment Board Attendance Monitoring Report 
 
 The Board noted that Executive Education were yet to provide their data for the above but 



   
  

                                                                     
this would be collated and reported at the December board.  

 
90.A11    Reports from Periodic Reviews 
   To receive the current School Register of PSRB’s 
 
   The current Register was received. 
 
 90.A12 Sub-committee minutes and reports 
 
 The following minutes were considered: 
  

i) Learning & Teaching – 4th April 2019 
ii) Programme Approval & Review Committee – 4th June 2019 
iii) Research Committee – 12th September 2019 

 
90.A13 To receive reports from Programme Committees 

 
i) Undergraduate Programme 

 
Admissions for 2019/20 entry were considered.  Recruitment had been successful with just 
over 900 students being successfully recruited to the programme. 81 of which were on 
Foundation Year programmes. The Board considered a variety of data concerning the 
cohort. There were slightly more overseas students than Home students and a redistribution 
of students away from the Finance cluster to Business Management. 
 
Progression statistics were considered. The Board heard that progression statistics had 
risen to above the University threshold. The refresher Maths Classes for Stage 1 students 
had been well received and the change to assessment regulations might have helped too 
as it had cut the number of resit examinations. 
 
Module Evaluations for the Summer Term were then considered. There had been a slight 
drop in the average teaching score this term to 4.14. By comparison, the average teaching 
score was 4.24 in the autumn term of 2018/19 and 4.19 in the spring term of 2017/18.  Other 
concerning scores where a change to the module or the staffing had not been anticipated 
would be addressed by the Associate Dean for Learning and Teaching, Russell Gerrard, 
and the Associate Dean for the Undergraduate Programme, Rich Payne, along with Heads 
of Faculty and Visiting Lecturers. 
 
Members noted the Placements and Exchange reports.   
 
ii) Specialist Masters Programme 

 
The report commenced with an update on admissions for 2019/20.  1412 students had 
been successfully recruited, a slight decrease on last year. The board considered a range 
of analysis provided concerning the new intake.   
 
Module Evaluations for the Spring Term and Summer Term were then considered. In terms 
of response rates there had been a disappointing drop in engagement, causing a drop in 
the overall average.  For term two this was clustered in a small number of degrees – 
bringing down the overall average to 75%.  The Summer Term had seen a more than 30% 
drop in response rates to 58.2%. In terms of scoring, in term two there had been 29 module 
occurrences out of 116 in total (25%) where there were one or more scores below 3.5. In 
term three, 18 out of 93 module occurrences (19%) had one or more scores below 3.5.   
 
 
 
 
iii) MBA Programme 

 
The report commenced with an update on admissions for the September 2019 intake.  The 
FTMBA had seen record number at 87 which whilst excellent, could create pressures further 
down the line. 



   
  

                                                                     
 
EMBA had recruited a final cohort of 44 and Dubai EMBA had received 23. MEMBA 2020 
continued to be marketed. Again, the Board considered a range of statistical analysis of the 
cohorts. 

 
 The first 3 applications for the global MBA had been received.  Recruitment for this 
programme was being handled by external company CEG, with applications under the care 
of the in-house MBA admissions team. 
 
 The latest student performance statistics were considered. 

 
SSLC meeting dates had been scheduled or had taken place. A report on items raised at 
each meeting was considered.   

  
The most recent CMT meeting had taken place on the 18th September, key points of 
discussion were noted. 

 
Module evaluations were considered, the Programme AD would work closely with the AD, 
T&L and those who had received lower scores.  
 
Arrangements for the Global MBA were progressing well. The team were recruiting a course 
officer and discussing the logistics with all departments involved in delivery. 

 
Finally a revised marking scheme was being piloted and would initially be rolled out with 
FTMBA and EMBA students. 
 

 iv) Executive Education Programme 
 
 The report commenced with an update on admissions.  This academic year had seen the 

first run of two apprenticeship programmes, the Executive Masters in Leadership (EML) and 
Executive Masters in Medical Leadership (EMML), the second of which was a similar version 
of the existing programme. This was going to be co-taught with non-levy funded students. 
Despite a late start in the recruitment cycle, and the added complexity of working with both 
employers and apprentices, the courses were off to a strong start with 32 registered for the 
EML and 22 for the EMML. 

 
 Marketing for the 2020 intake was now underway with the brochures being updated with 

quotes from the first cohort students and information on the apprenticeship levy. Staff would 
also be attending the BMJ Leaders in Healthcare conference taking place in November, one 
of the EMML course directors will be speaking at the event and there would be a stand at 
the conference. 

 
 Module evaluation scores were also considered, in general these had been good. 
 
 (v) PhD Programme 

 
 A total of 262 applications had been received across all three faculties for the 2019/20 

application period.  27 offers were made and 21 offers were accepted. 
 
 Current student progress was noted. 
 

SSLC meetings were scheduled to take place in November 2019, March 2020 and June 
2020. 

 
A total of 44 applications for the Executive PhD were received across all three faculties for 
the 2019/20 application period. 23 offers were made and 20 candidates accepted. 
 

 vi) Charities Programme 
 
 The Board heard that the admissions target had been achieved. 70 students were 

successfully inducted this year.  
 



   
  

                                                                     
 Recruitment continued for the PG Dip Charity Accounting in April 2020. 
 
 Student performance was due to be considered at an assessment board on 28th November 

2019.  
 
 The final SSLC meeting with the student representatives was held on 6th September 2019. 

The feedback appeared to restate issues that had been raised throughout the year.   
 
 SSLC and CMT dates for the coming year had been scheduled and full membership details 

received.   
 

The summary of the teaching scores for the Term 3 modules for 2018/9 were considered. 
Overall the scores were as high as in previous years. The evaluations where the scores 
were lower, were for VLs who had co-taught the modules for the first time this year, and in 
one case had to step in for the full time member of faculty at the last minute. 

 
90. A14 External Examiners - reports and responses  

 
   A14.1 The following reports were considered; 
 
 2018/19 
 

(i) Prof K Amess - BSc Business Studies 
(ii) Prof T Edwards - BSc Business Studies 
(iii) Prof T Wainwright – BSc Business Studies 
(iv) Prof N Puccinelli – BSc Business Studies 
(v) Dr C Stasinakis– BSc Investment Financial Risk Management 
(vi) Ms C Gregory – BSc Accounting & Finance 
(vii) Mr M Gourlay – BSc Actuarial Science 
(viii) Dr Linda Daly – BSc Actuarial Science 
(ix) Dr Alet Roux – BSc Actuarial Science 
(x) Dr J Wilby – BSc Management 
(xi) Prof Paul Beynon-Davies – BSc Management 
(xii) Prof A Milne – BSc Banking & International Finance 
(xiii) Prof J Williams – BSc Finance 
(xiv) Prof P Ieromanachou - Foundation Year in Actuarial Science/Business 

Management 
  
 The responses were approved with the exception of those for BSc Business Studies which 

would need reviewing. It was also noted that responses to Prof J Williams and Prof P 
Ieromonachou were outstanding and would need to be approved at the December 2019 
meeting. 

 
 Action: The Associate Dean, Education to review where necessary and write formally 

to the External Examiners on behalf of the Board. 
 
A14.2 To consider a summary report on Undergraduate External Examiner Annual Reports 

received for 2018/19 
 
 A summary report of all the UG annual external examiner reports was considered. The 

majority had provided positive commentary and feedback identifying areas of strength and 
good practice. Areas that programme teams could focus on in particular were assessment 
not stretching students, possible review of assessment on modules where grade inflation 
was noted, request for separate marking schemes for dissertations depending on the 
nature  of the dissertation, suggested review of MCT/ MCQ at school level, in order to 
develop consistency, suggested review of moderation forms, Assessment/marking criteria 
not  always made clear to students and that feedback to students had varied with the 
suggestion that exam scripts should have more detailed comments.  

 
 Board members again commented on the usefulness of the report and it was reiterated that 

the good practice identified should be spread more widely across the School. At the time of 
the report last year it had been suggested that the Teaching & Learning Committee could 



   
  

                                                                     
usefully progress any actions or dissemination of good practice and this was again agreed 
as a good way forward now that the AD, T&L was in post.  

 
 Action: AD, T&L to consider ways in which the good practice contained in the 

External Examiners review report could be disseminated in the School. 
 
A.15  Academic Quality & Standards Projects Update  
 To consider the Academic Quality and Standards Department Projects update 
 
 The Board received an update on the current projects being undertaken by the AQS Team 

who continued to lead enhancement work on a range of areas that impacted on quality and 
standards in the School. Many of the projects identified in 2010/11 had now been completed 
successfully, and new projects had been added year on year.  

 
There were 3 current projects. The first centred around Communications, which would aim 
to communicate with colleagues across the School as the team prepared for re-
accreditation by AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA. Regular updates on progress and process 
would take place.  

 
Secondly the Assurance of Learning project as discussed earlier on the agenda.  
 
Thirdly, Employability which was one of City’s KPIs and an area Cass AQS would like to 
further integrate into programme design, development and approval. Attendance at a 
recent Graduate Employability Conference, organised by Inside Government (IG), 
provided context for Cass. Speakers included key staff from the Office for students, 
HESA, QAA, University of London Careers Group, and the Institute of Student Employers.  

 Information and handouts had been shared with colleagues as an initial step in this area. 
 
Part Three – Concluding Items 
 
90.A16 Any other business 
    

 There was no other business. 
 
90.A17  Date, time and venue of next meeting 
 
              Meeting 91, Wednesday 4th December 2019 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

CASS BUSINESS SCHOOL 
BOARD OF STUDIES IN BUSINESS STUDIES 

 
The 90th meeting of the Board of Studies of Cass Business School was held on Wednesday 
30th October 2019 in room LG002 commencing at 3.00pm 
 

Section B – Reserved Minutes 
 

Part One – Preliminary items 
 

90.B1  To agree Minutes of the previous meeting 
  
      The minutes of the meeting dated 26th June 2019 were approved. 
 

90.B2  Matters arising  
 

  All matters arising had been completed. 
 

90.B3  Chair’s Actions and Approvals by Circulation 
 

There had been several items approved by Chair’s Action and circulation during the 
summer months. They were:  
 
(i) 2019/20 Sabbatical applications 

  
      Approval of revised sabbatical application for Dr Sebastian Mena.  
  

(ii)        2019/20 External Examiner nominations 
  

Additional approval for three external examiners. At present all three are 
externals for BSc Actuarial Science.  BSc Finance with Actuarial Science will 
commence in 2019/20. The majority of modules will be identical to those on 
the existing BSc Actuarial Science so existing externals will also cover BSc 
Finance with Actuarial Science. 

  
       Mr Malcolm Gourlay 
       Dr Alet Roux 
       Ms Linda Daly  
 

Additional approval for four external examiners. At present all    four are 
externals for BSc Business Studies or BSc Management.  BSc Business 
Management will now be added to their existing duties. The majority of 
modules will be similar in content to those the externals already oversee. 

  
      Dr Thomas Wainwright 
      Dr Kevin Amess 
      Prof Tony Edwards 
      Prof Nancy Puccinelli 
  
      Approval for a new external for MSc Actuarial Management: 
      Dr Malcolm Kemp 
 
 



   

   
   
 

Part Two – For approval 
     
90.B4 External Examiner Appointments  

To following external examiner for 2019/20 were approved.   
 

(i) Dr Pegram Harrison – Masters in Creativity, Innovation & Leadership 
(ii) Dr Monica Franco-Santos - Executive Masters in Leadership (Apprenticeship 

route) 
 

90.B5 Assessment Feedback turnaround times  
 
B5.1 The assessment feedback times for 2019/20 Term 3 were considered. It was noted 

there were several modules included with no reason for lateness given. 
 

B5.2 The Board agreed to adjust the turnaround times for the Term 1 2019/20 to 
accommodate University Christmas closure. 9 additional days would be added.  
 

90.B6 Sabbaticals 
 
The Board considered the following sabbatical leave completions reports: 
     
(i) Prof Amit Nigam 
(ii)        Dr Andrew Yim 
(iii) Dr Laura Ballotta 
 
The Board considered the following ‘One Year on’ sabbatical leave completion 
reports: 
 
(i)      Dr Irene Scopelliti 
(ii)      Prof Lilian De Menezes 
(iii)      Prof Vlad Kaishev 
(iv)      Dr Vali Asimit 
(v)      Prof Ajay Bhalla 
(vi)      Dr Giacinta Cestone 
(vii)      Dr Daniela Fabbri 
(viii) Dr Stephen Lee 
 
All reports were satisfactory. 
 

Part Three – Items for information 
 

90.B7 Any other business  
 
         There was no other business. 
 
90.B8 Date, time and venue of next meeting 

       
         Meeting 91, 4th December 2019 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

 
  
  

CASS BUSINESS SCHOOL 
BOARD OF STUDIES IN BUSINESS STUDIES 

 
 

The 91st meeting of the Board of Studies of the Cass Business School was held on 
Wednesday 4th December 2019 in Room LG002 commencing at 3.00pm 

 
In attendance: Mrs Claire Stack 

 
 
 
 
 

Name of Member Meeting 
90 
30/10/19 

Meeting   
91 
04/12/19 

Meeting  
 

Meeting  
 

Meeting  
 

Meeting   
 

Professor Paolo Volpin (Chair) √ √     
Prof Ben Rickayzen (Deputy Chair) √ √     
Ex-officio       
Prof Rich Payne √ √     
Dr Nick Motson Apols √     
Prof Bobby Banerjee Apols Apols     
Prof Stephen Thomas Apols √     
Dr Dirk Nitzsche Apols Apols     
Dr Peter Grant √ √     
Dr Russell Gerrard √ √     
Prof Anthony Neuberger Apols √     
Prof Gianvito Lanzolla √ √     
Dr Simon Parker √ √     
Mr Saqlain Riaz – SU VP Education √ √     
Ms Danya Aamir – School 
Representation Officer √ √     

Elected and elected by default       
Ms Helen Connellan Apols N/A     
Ms Alison Sands √ √     
Professor Costas Grammenos Apols √     
Prof Laura Empson Apols Apols     
Dr Simone Krummaker √ √     
Prof Laure Cabantous √ Apols     
Dr Giovanni Cespa √ Apols     
Dr David Smith √ √     
Professor Clive Holtham √ Apols     
Dr Alessandro Giudici √ √     
Dr Angela Gallo √ √     
Ms Mary Flynn √ √     
Mr Lloyd Diwell Apols Apols     
Mr Damian Williams Apols √     
Ms Alison Devlin N/A Apols     
Ms Josie Barnes N/A √     
Student Representatives       
 Spec Masters – Fabian Ronig N/A √     
 Spec Masters – Marcello Dias De 
Morais N/A √     
 UG – Danielle Bernier N/A √     
 UG – George Louca N/A √     

 

√ indicates attendance 
 *          indicates apologies for absence 
N/M indicates no longer CBSBS member 
Sab indicates sabbatical leave 

 



   
  

                                                                     
 
 
 
MINUTES 
 
Section A - Unreserved Minutes 
 
Part One – Preliminary Items 

 
91.A1 Welcome and apologies 

 
The Chair welcomed members to the 91st Cass Board of Studies. Special welcome was 
extended to the new Student Representatives and new staff members, Ms Josie Barnes, 
MBA Course Operations Manager. 
 
Apologies were noted. 
 

91.A2 Minutes 
 

The minutes of the previous meeting that took place on the 30th October 2019 were 
agreed as an accurate record. 
 

91.A3  Matters Arising        
 

The status of actions arising from previous meetings was noted with all actions having 
been completed or in process. 

 
 91.A4 Dean’s Report 
         
 The Board heard that the formal stage of the recruitment process for the new Dean had 

successfully taken place. Unfortunately, no appointment had been made and the role would 
be re advertised in 6 months’ time. Prof Volpin had agreed to stay on as Interim Dean  

   
Part Two – Items for Decision and Discussion 
 
91.A5 Ethics Approval Process for Cass UG and PG final year projects 
 
 The Board heard that the current process for online ethics applications was engineered 

towards substantial research whilst Cass UG and PG coursework and final year projects 
were an education experience for undertaking and managing research (learning to 
research) and as a result, 95% of total applications received were low risk. 

 
 The proposal was that a series of questions/guidelines would be published to the students 

providing instruction on how to approach the exercises in the modules. Acquiring approval 
would entail students and supervisors answering a checklist of questions. This would be 
submitted to AD, Ethics for sign off. If all questions were answered ‘no’ then the application 
would be deemed low risk and exempted from completing a Research Ethics Online 
Submission. 

 
 PARC would receive requests for module exemptions from Programmes.   
 
 The Board approved the proposal. 
 
91.A6 Annual Programme Evaluations 
 
 To discuss and approve the Annual Programme Evaluation Report for the 

Undergraduate Programme for 2018/19 
 
 The Associate Dean for the Undergraduate Programme gave a brief synopsis of the 

evaluations for the Board. This year the APEs had been considered in depth at specially 
convened Review Panel meeting on the 1st October 2019.  

 



   
  

                                                                     
 The Board considered a summary of the Undergraduate programme as a whole and the 

action plan. The summary considered progress against each of the Key Performance 
Indicators: student progression, student satisfaction and student employability and 
recorded areas of good practice and progression improvement activity.  

 
 In terms of satisfaction, overall satisfaction was up year-on-year on all degrees, with a 

marked improvement in some degrees such as BSc Management, consistent performance 
in others such as BSc Actuarial Science but some decline in areas on other degrees such 
as BSc BIF. General areas of weakness included community and assessment/feedback. 

 
 In considering the APEs, factors identified that related to satisfaction were; problems with 

the FYP process, sizes of the programmes placing pressure on course office and on course 
directors, community issues in relation to size of cohorts and geography of the Cass estate, 
the January exam period being too short and assessment criteria being too vague and 
inconsistent across modules. 

 
 Actions were ongoing to address issues. In particular, the programme would continue to 

improve FYP support with more structured dissertation training support sessions in place 
on MGT and Business Studies and the introduction of ARP as an FYP substitute across 
the finance programmes.  

 
 The possibility of rolling out viewing of exam scripts to all students was being investigated. 

Currently only year 3 had access to their scripts. It was however, a resource intensive 
process and would need to be cost effective. At present only about 20% uptake.  

 
 Finally, work continued on providing more standardised assessment criteria. The BSc 

Finance cluster was to include an ‘assessment guidance document’ alongside all course 
works in the first 18 months of the degree.   

  
 The Board heard that progression was currently above the long-term 2020/21 target of 90% 
 
 The timetabled Maths refresher sessions available for all stage 1 students had proved 

useful and the team were hopeful that changes to examination regulations that to require 
students to pass modules on average rather than passing each component would also help.  

 
 Turning to employability it was clear students valued the Placements service. Study abroad 

was mentioned in similar terms. 
  
 In addition to professional skills modules, the programme were committed to embedding 

work experience in the curriculum across all programmes, e.g. micro placements, 
mentoring, volunteering, industry projects (employability).   

 
 The Chair thanked the programme for all the considerable work that had gone into writing 

the APEs. 
 
 The APE was approved.  
 
Part Two – Reports and Consultations 
 
91.A7   Senate Minutes and Consultations 
 
A7.1 The minutes of the meeting dated 16th October were noted.  
 
   
A7.2 To discuss the Senate consultation on Revision of Assessment Regulation Section 4.7 – 

Failure of a Module 
 
 The Chair invited comments on the consultation and drew the Board’s attention to the 

commentary from Cass Learning & Teaching members, including student representatives, 
who had previously discussed the consultation and had raised concerns.  

 
 The main issue was the proposal to advance a student to Stage 2 when they had 



   
  

                                                                     
demonstrated that they did not have the capability to pass Stage 1.  In general, Stage 2 
builds upon Stage 1 and the level of difficulty is greater.  If a student had struggled to pass 
Stage 1, they were more likely to need additional compensation opportunities at Stage 2 or 
to fail Stage 2 outright. Whilst it was acknowledged that there might be mitigating 
circumstances that could have affected the student performance and these should be taken 
into consideration, and the student not penalised, the Board was still of the opinion that 
allowing students to progress was not helpful. Ensuring that mechanisms were in place to 
flag those students who were in need of extra support was key, but recognised as not being 
part of the consultation remit.   

 
 The Board of Studies was also not in agreement with allowing the revision of the 

Assessment Regulations to allow an uncapped year repeat and to provide options after the 
resit assessment board to offer a third attempt.  

 
 Board members were interested to know if there was evidence from other institutions that 

measures of the kind proposed did actually have an impact on student completion rates  
 
 Members were invited to share further commentary with the Associate Dean, L&T, who 

would collate and respond to the Consultation on behalf of the Board. 
 
 It was agreed that the Board were not in favour of approving the change to regulations. 
 
 Action: Members to feedback comments on consultation to Associate Dean, L&T, 

before submission to S&AS by 10th December 2019.          
                                                                                                    
91.A8 Student Voice 
 
A8.1 The Board received an update on recent SU activity from the SU VP Education on the 

following areas: 
 

• Strike action referendum – the strike action was supported by the SU 
• Work continued on the Lecture capture policy 
• Attainment project 
• There was a working group on decolonising the curriculum 

 
A8.2     To receive the register of student representatives for 2019/20  
  
 The Register was received and noted.  
  
91.A9 Assessment Boards, Assessment Board Sub-Committees and Appeal Panels  
  
 This report had not yet been finalised and would be circulated for Board scrutiny in the 

coming weeks. 
 
91.A10 Student appeals, complaints and disciplinary cases 
 
 This report had not yet been finalised and would be circulated for Board scrutiny in the 

coming weeks. 
 
91.A11 To receive reports from Programme Committees 

 
i) Undergraduate Programme 

 
Admissions for 2020/21 entry were considered.  At present applications were down slightly 
compared to this time last year.  
 
The Board considered the summary of key issues that had arisen from Term 1 SSLC 
meetings. These fell broadly into the following areas; Lecture Capture, tutorials, 
communications, assessment requirements, lecture notes, Final Year Project supervisors 
and Student Community. For each area, actions had been proposed and issues would be 
addressed where possible.  



   
  

                                                                     
 
CMT dates had now all been set and membership of each was noted.  
 
Members noted the Placements and Exchange reports.  Given the current volatile political 
situation and unrest in Hong Kong, it had been decided by the Programme to bring students 
currently at a partner there on exchange home.  All three of the HK partners had now 
effectively closed and the rest of the semester would be provided via remote learning and 
a Special Scheme of Studies had been put in place. 
 
The Exchange programme fair will be held on Wednesday 20th November after which 
applications will open for 2020/21. 
 
ii) Specialist Masters Programme 

 
The report commenced with an update on admissions for 2020/21. Admissions opened at 
the beginning of November 2019 and the first round of application numbers would be 
available for the next Board of Studies. 
 
The recruitment and admissions team were currently involved in attending a programme of 
recruitment fairs and visits around the world. To connect with potential students who were 
unable to meet in person there was also a programme of online info sessions. As well as a 
regular monthly session covering the application process for all courses, there had also 
been a series of subject specific sessions. Lastly, the ‘Ask a student’ service for 2020 
recruitment with a new panel of Online Student Ambassadors answering potential students’ 
queries had been relaunched.  
 
Student performance was considered. The 2018/19 cohort was the biggest ever for the 
Specialist Masters Programme, but the performance of the students did not seem to have 
been affected - overall achievement had been very positive. 
 
There were some degrees with quite high numbers of merits and / or distinctions – some 
of them with quite small numbers of high performing students but others with larger cohorts.  
Compared with last year the Quants degrees, Entrepreneurship and IRM had shown 
significant increases in Distinctions, which would be monitored year on year.  
 
SSLC meeting dates and membership were noted. Feedback was generally positive. 
Students had offered feedback on the Careers Fair, which would be considered for future 
events. Excel induction classes had received mixed reviews and Lecture Capture featured 
in many meetings. Students were very keen to have all lectures recorded.  
 
iii) MBA Programme 

 
The report commenced with an update on admissions for 2019/20. There had been 25 
applications for the new Global MBA and 4 offers to date. The target was 25. 
 
MEMBA recruitment continued to be a challenge. 26 applications had been received, 21 
unconditional offers made and 11 deposits received which was lower than desired.  
 
FTMBA was looking strong with applications, offers and deposits on target 
 
It was still too early to comment fully on EMBA and Dubai, but early indications were that 
recruitment for those intakes might also prove a challenge. 
 
 The latest student performance statistics were considered. 

 
SSLC meetings had taken place and the Board considered a summary of issues that had 
been raised.  The Programme were responding where possible. 

  
Module evaluations were considered, the Programme AD would work closely with the AD, 
T&L and those who had received lower scores.  
 

 iv) Executive Education Programme 



   
  

                                                                     
 
 The report commenced with an update on admissions.  This academic year had seen the 

first run of two apprenticeship programmes, the Executive Masters in Leadership (EML) and 
Executive Masters in Medical Leadership (EMML), the second of which was a similar version 
of the existing programme. This was going to be co-taught with non-levy funded students. 
Despite a late start in the recruitment cycle, and the added complexity of working with both 
employers and apprentices, the courses were off to a strong start with 32 registered for the 
EML and 22 for the EMML. 

 
 Marketing for the 2020 intake was now underway. Staff would also be attending a range of 

events. 
  
 For the Executive Masters in Leadership, the Course Director had changed from Professor 

Andrew Clare to Professor Amit Nigam. 
 
 The Executive Master’s in Medical Leadership September 2017 Intake students were 

awarded on 6 November 2019 with 5 distinction classifications and 3 merit classifications. 
 
 SSLC and CMT meeting summaries would be received at the next Board of Studies 

meeting.  
 
 (v) PhD Programme 

 
 Applications for 2020/21 were now open and would close on the 28 February 2020 
 
 Current student progress was noted. 
 

SSLC meetings were scheduled to take place in December 2019, March 2020 and June 
2020. Membership was noted. 

 
Applications for the Executive PhD 2020/21 were now open and would close on the 31 
May 2020. 
 
Current student progress was noted. 
 
Student feedback had been given after the first residential week for 2019/20 and issues 
were currently being addressed.  
 

 vi) Charities Programme 
 
 6 offers had been made for the April Intake on the PgDip Charity Accounting exemption 

route and 2 offers for the PgCert Grantmaking, Philanthropy and Social Investment.  
 
 There were a number of additional potential applicants for both courses, and for the courses 

starting in October 2020 who had signed up for the first Information Session scheduled for 
Thursday 28 November 2019. 

 
  Student performance was due to be considered at an assessment board on 28th November 

2019.  
 
 The first Staff Student Liaison Committee meetings for the 2019-20 was scheduled for 

Friday 10 January 2020, and feedback will be reported for the March Board of Studies. 
  
91.A12 External Examiners - reports and responses  

 
    The following reports were considered; 
 
 2018/19 
 

(i)  Prof J Williams – BSc Finance 
 (ii)    Prof P Ieromanachou - Foundation Year in Actuarial Science/Business Management 
 



   
  

                                                                     
 The responses were approved. 
 
 Action: The Associate Dean, Education to review where necessary and write formally 

to the External Examiners on behalf of the Board. 
 
91.A13 Partnership Provision 
 To note Cass Collaborative Provision Register 
 
 The Register was noted. 
 
Part Three – Concluding Items 
 
91.A14 Any other business 
    

 There was no other business. 
 
91.A15  Date, time and venue of next meeting 
 
              Meeting 92, Wednesday 4th March 2020 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

CASS BUSINESS SCHOOL 
BOARD OF STUDIES IN BUSINESS STUDIES 

 
The 91st meeting of the Board of Studies of Cass Business School was held on Wednesday 
4th December 2019 in room 2005 commencing at 3.00pm 
 

Section B – Reserved Minutes 
 

Part One – Preliminary items 
 

91.B1  To agree Minutes of the previous meeting 
  
      The minutes of the meeting dated 30th October 2019 were approved. 
 

91.B2  Matters arising  
 

  All matters arising had been completed. 
 

91.B3  Chair’s Actions and Approvals by Circulation 
 

There had been several items approved by Chair’s Action. They were:  
            Approval of the following Special Scheme of Study: 

i) UG Programme: Exchange students at CUHK - Replacement Term Abroad 
      Joe Munns (IFRM) 
            Lewis Rogerson (IFRM)  
            Adam Sheikh (IFRM)  
            Anaelle Gomez du Bois de Vroylande (BM) 
            Oliwia Wcislo (BM)  
ii)    UG Programme: Exchange student at CUHK – Replacement Year Abroad 
       Chae Hyeongjun(BM)  
 

Part Two – For approval 
     
91.B4 Special Scheme of Studies 

To approve the following Special Schemes of Study: 
 
The following SSoS was approved: 
 (i) Richard Onggy – BSc Accounting & Finance 

 
91.B5 External Examiner Appointments  

To following external examiner for 2019/20 were approved: 
 
Dr Stephen Barber – BSc Business Management & Final year BSc Business 
Studies 
Prof Ignacio Gafo – Global MBA  
 

91.B6 Honorary Visiting Appointments 
To approve minutes from the 6th November 2019 meeting 
 
The minutes from the November 2019 meeting were approved. 
 
 
 



   

   
   
 

91.B7 Sabbatical Leave 
 
B7.1 The Board considered the following sabbatical applications: 
 

FASI 
Andreas Tsanakas 
Jen Nielson 

 
Faculty of Management 
Paolo Aversa  
Feng Li  
Harry Scarborough 
George Balabanis  
Daisy Chung 
Canan Kocabasoglu Hillmer 

 
Faculty of Finance 
Thorsten Beck 
Mark Andrew 
Ales Cerny 
Danielle Lyssimachou 
Giovanni Cespa  

  
The Board heard that a specially convened panel had met on the 20th November 
2019 to discuss applications and make recommendations for the Board of Studies. 
The notes from this meeting were considered and the recommendations were 
approved. This meant that the following sabbaticals were approved with no further 
action required: 
 
Andreas Tsanakas 
Paolo Aversa 
George Balabanis 
Mark Andrew 
Giovanni Cespa (Board noted that Prof Cespa would finish his term as PhD Director 
as sabbatical started)  
 
The following were approved in principle but required further action following 
concerns raised about lack of evidence of teaching development and in Dr  
Lyssimachou’ s case concern about effective cover for the key role as Course 
Director that she currently held. The Head of the Faculty of Finance confirmed that 
he was keen to ensure appropriate cover was given for this role and would discuss a 
robust plan with Dr Lyssimachou and the AD for the UG Programme. It was 
acknowledged that those on the Education track tended to have a heavier teaching 
and administrative workload, which created difficulties when trying to replace. 
 
Jen Nielson – HoF to discuss need for further elaboration on teaching 
development/refresh 
Feng Li – HoF to discuss changing timings and elaboration on teaching 
development/refresh  
Harry Scarborough – HoF to discuss that Prof Scarborough had not technically 
accrued enough time to have a 12-month sabbatical, which was essentially, what he 
was asking for. He was entitled to 10.4 months. Recommended end date might be 
31st August to bring him in line with other sabbaticals and to avoid workload issues. 
He would also need to elaborate on teaching development/refresh. 



   

   
   
 

Daisy Chung – HoF to discuss changing timings and elaboration on teaching 
development/refresh  
Canan – HoF to discuss changing timings and elaboration on teaching 
development/refresh 
Thorsten Beck – HoF to discuss need for further elaboration on teaching  
development/refresh 
Ales Cerny - HoF to discuss need for further elaboration on teaching  
development/refresh 
Danielle Lyssimachou – HoF to discuss with Danielle a more  
thorough and detailed plan for covering substantial CD load and if  
possible to align leave dates 

 
The Board considered the following sabbatical leave completions reports: 

 
(i) Dr Stefania Zerbinati 
(ii) Prof Jean Pascal Gond 
(iii) Prof Ana-Maria Fuertes 

 
The Board considered the following ‘One Year on’ sabbatical leave completion 
reports: 

 
(i) Dr Fleura Bhardi 

 
All reports were satisfactory. 

 
Part Three – Items for information 

 
91.B8 Any other business  
 
         There was no other business. 
 
91.B9 Date, time and venue of next meeting 

       
         Meeting 92, 4th March 2020 
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DOCTORAL COLLEGE 

 
BOARD OF STUDIES 

 
MEETING 1 HELD ON 20 FEBRUARY 2020 

 
UNCONFIRMED MINUTES 
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Name of Member Meeting 1  
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Professor Stephen Cottrell 
(Chair) 

 

Professor Jean Chalaby N/A 
Professor Panicos Kyriacou A 
Professor Leanne Aitken  
Professor Richard Ashcroft A 
Professor Giovanni Cespa N/A 
Professor Pam Parker  
Professor Andreas Tsanakas  
Professor Panos Koutrakos A 
Professor Gary Morgan  
Professor David Bawden  
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Tuna Kunt A 
Soheil Ahmadi  
  
  

 
In attendance: Yewande Akindele, Richard Alderman, Claire Packham 
 
Attendance key: 
 
 Present 
A Apologies received 
N/A No apologies received 
N/M Period when not a member 
 
Part One – Preliminary Items 
 
1. Apologies and welcome 

The Chair opened the meeting and welcomed members; apologies received and noted. 
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2. Minutes 
The minutes of the meeting of Graduate School Committee held on 20th November 2019 were 
noted as the predecessor committee to this Board of Studies. 
 

3. Matters Arising 
The Chair reported on discussions in relation to the point at which a doctoral researcher can be 
moved from a Graduate Teaching Assistant to a Visiting Lecturer contract, the effect of which is 
to remove restrictions on the maximum number of hours worked. The School of Arts and Social 
Sciences currently implements this change at the point of doctoral award; other Schools sought 
dispensation to do so at the point of doctoral thesis submission. Discussions with 
Schools/LEaD indicated five in favour of this change, and one against; discussions between 
the University and the School concerned were ongoing. The change had the potential to have a 
significant impact on researchers’ income at a point at which studentships often end. 
 
In the absence of existing policy, a formal position would be brought to the next Board of 
Studies meeting for approval. 

Action: Chair 
 

4. Chair’s Action 
The Chair reported that no actions had been taken by the Chair since the formal establishment 
of the Doctoral College on 1st January 2020. 
 

5. Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 
In response to feedback from Academic Governance Committee and Senate, the Terms of 
Reference, composition and membership of the Board of Studies has been slimmed down from 
the original proposal, whilst still ensuring that each School had two representatives. 
 
Board members discussed the frequency of meetings, and the flow of information and 
approvals from Schools to the Doctoral College. Whilst the greater frequency of meetings (6) in 
relation to other Boards of Studies was to allow progression decisions to be ratified promptly, 
most decisions would be authorised outside of the Board in line with academic policy, and the 
Board would serve as more formal reporting mechanism. School Research Programme 
Committees and Senior Tutors would continue to recommend decisions to the Board of Studies 
for approval; there may be double reporting for actions owned by Schools (e.g. periodic review 
action plans). 
 
The Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership was approved, and will be added as 
new Senate Regulation 3B. 
 

6. Boards of Studies Sub-Committees Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 
The Terms of Reference for Research Programme Committees, which now report to the 
Doctoral College Board of Studies, are codified as part of Senate Regulation 5B. The Board 
noted the membership of the respective committees in SASS and SMCSE, as well as the 
Board of Studies in LEaD; there is no Programme Committee in the latter owing to small 
numbers of doctoral researchers. 
 

Part Two – Reports and Consultations 
 
7. Chair’s Report 

The Chair reported to the Board on progress towards the establishment of the Doctoral 
College. Two new staff posts were under recruitment; a Researcher Development Programme 
Administrator who would work with Schools to deliver a comprehensive programme of skills 
training for doctoral researchers, and an Administrator who would focus on community building, 
communications and administrative support for the Doctoral College. A physical presence for 
the Doctoral College had been identified but not yet confirmed. 
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Finance and IT approval had been signed off for the replacement of Research and Progress 
(RaP), with the aim of implementation by 1st October. This would not only replace existing 
progression monitoring, but also allow for logging of researcher development training, 
submission and examination of theses. Data would be migrated from RaP and the system 
closed down. Student representatives raised concerns in relation to research proposals being 
developed and recorded on systems such as RaP, which the supervisor(s) then further 
developed following the doctoral researcher’s graduation but for which the latter received no 
credit/acknowledgement. The Board noted that greater awareness was needed in relation to 
students’ rights on intellectual property, which the Chair would follow up. 

Action: Chair 
 

Board members further noted that communication within the institution on Doctoral College 
progress was important to convey the sense of a step-change in activity; newsletters and 
articles in CityWire were under preparation; the Chair would shortly initiate visits to Schools to 
update on progress. 
 

8. Student Voice 
In addition to concerns in relation to intellectual property noted above, the PGR part-time 
Officer raised concerns in relation to RaP and Tier 4 visa compliance; the system required 
doctoral researchers and supervisor(s) to agree the notes of a supervision meeting for the 
record to ‘turn green’ in RaP for use for visa compliance; this effectively prohibited a 
divergence in opinion and put pressure on doctoral researchers to comply. Board members 
considered that the pending replacement of RaP would make changes to the current system 
unlikely, but noted that current arrangements use a progression tool to monitor attendance, 
and that the successor system must allow a divergence of opinion whilst allowing authorisation 
to be made. The Students’ Union and Visa Compliance would be invited to participate in 
upcoming meetings with the new system supplier. 

Action: Chair, IT, Students’ Union, Visa Compliance 
 

9. Senate Briefing Report, Minutes and Consultations 
The Board noted the Minutes and Matters Arising of the Senate meeting held on the 11th 
December 2019, and considered the actions in relation to doctoral research. The following 
actions were agreed: 

• Item 1: The Chair would confirm with the Careers Service/DARO arrangements for 
capturing alumni destinations, noting the methodology of the new Graduate Outcomes 
survey may improve doctoral researcher response rates that were previously poor 

• Item 25: The Chair and Deputy Director of LEaD would meet to discuss Graduate 
Teaching Assistant training 

• Item 33: The Assistant Registrar (Research Degrees) would update the PRES 2019 
paper and submit to the March 2020 meeting of Senate. 

Action: Chair, Deputy Director of LEaD, Assistant Registrar (Research Degrees) 
 

10. Policy Review 
The Board received and discussed a consultation paper on proposed changes to the policies 
on suspension of study, extension of candidature and parental leave. In view of the recent 
establishment of the Doctoral College, this consultation document was also being received by 
School Board of Studies concurrently. The principal changes proposed included: permitting 
suspension of study for financial hardship, reducing minimum periods of suspension to three 
months, restricting extensions of candidature to the writing-up period only. 
 
Board members had a wide-ranging discussion, recognising that research progress was not 
always linear and that student feedback indicated that students did not want to feel ‘rushed’ 
through the programme but that the ecosystem funding doctoral research was becoming much 
more structured (e.g. Doctoral Training Partnership bids), with increased pressures on 
researchers to complete their degree within three years of active research (with a year of 
writing up). Institutional messaging to researchers and supervisors might be amended to that 
effect. 
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Concerns were noted in relation to late submission for students with protected characteristics, 
clarity on submission against the supervisors’ approval, and how the policies could be flexed 
for students who are writing and publishing concurrently (e.g. PhD by publication). The Chair 
clarified that all policies would allow for exceptional cases, which might be approved by the 
Doctoral College Board of Studies under special dispensation. 
 
Board members endorsed the principles in the consultation paper; following further feedback 
from Schools, draft amended polices would be received by the Board at the April 2020 meeting 
for discussion and endorsement to Senate. 

Action: Assistant Registrar (Research Degrees) 
 

11. Sub-committee minutes and reports 
The Board received and noted minutes from the School Research Programme Committees 
(or equivalent). Arising from the minutes, it was agreed that the Chair would meet with the 
Senior Tutor in Law to discuss student recruitment and the relationship with tuition fees 
charged for the programme. 

Action: Chair 
 
 

12. Board of Studies Monitoring Reports 
No monitoring reports were received by the Board at this meeting. 
 

13. Reports from Periodic Reviews and Professional Bodies 
No reports were received by the Board at this meeting. 
 

14. Partnership Provision 
No reports were received by the Board at this meeting. 
 

Part Three – Items for Approval 
 
15. Annual Programme Evaluations 

No reports were received by the Board at this meeting; these were expected at the April 2020 
meeting. 
 

16. Doctoral Training Partnerships/Centres for Doctoral Training 
No proposals or monitoring reports were received by the Board at this meeting. 
 

17. Other reports/items 
No other reports were received by the Board at this meeting. 
 
 

Part Four – Items for Information 
 
18. Any Other Business 

No other items of business were reported. 
 

19. Date, Time and Venue of Next Meeting 
The next meeting was scheduled to held on Thursday, 30th April 2020 at 2.00pm in Room 
AG04 (College Building, Northampton Square) 
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RESERVED BUSINESS 
 
Part Five – Items for Approval 
 
20. Research Degree Supervisors 

No new research degree supervisors were approved at this meeting. 
 

21. Admission to a research degree programme 
No admissions were approved at this meeting; the first report would be received at the next 
meeting. 
 

22. Doctoral Staff Candidates 
No staff doctoral candidates were approved at this meeting. 
 

23. Transfer of Registration from MPhil to PhD 
The transfer of registration was approved for the following candidates: 
 
180045423 Human-Computer Interaction 
170061693 Biomedical Engineering 
180015222 Electrical Engineering 
180030317 Law 
 

24. Annual Progress Review 
No annual progress reviews were approved at this meeting; the first report would be received 
at the next meeting. 
 

25. Changes in the Category of Registration 
No changes in registration category were approved at this meeting; the first report would be 
received at the next meeting. 
 

26. Changes in Supervisory Team 
No changes in registration category were approved at this meeting; the first report would be 
received at the next meeting. 
 

27. Transfer to Writing Up 
The transfer to writing up was approved for the following candidates: 
 
120055262 Biomedical Engineering 
130046210 Mechanical Engineering 
150033839 Structural Engineering 
160076790 Mechanical Engineering 
160076612 Mechanical Engineering 
080009061 Structural Engineering 
160076614 Mechanical Engineering 
160076782 Mechanical Engineering 
140009053 Control Theory 
060003480 Nursing & Midwifery  
160071455 Optometry 
 

28. Period of Suspension 
A period of suspension was approved for the following candidates: 
 
140057722 PhD in Information Engineering  (12 months) 
140034500 DPsych Counselling Psychology  (6 months) 
 

29. Extension of Candidature 
An extension of candidature was approved for the following candidates: 
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140053721 PhD in Hydraulic Engineering   (6 months) 
120031343 DPsych Counsilling Psychology  (3 months) 
 

30. Nomination of Examiners 
The examiners were approved for the following candidates: 
 
150058798 PhD in Computer Science 
150039287 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
150033154 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
140033452 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
160029668 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
150045235 PhD in Management 
110031154 PhD in Management 
160042447 PhD in Actuarial Science 
120058446 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
110043784 PhD in Electrical/Information Engineering 
130059969 PhD in Biomedical Engineering 
090029376 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
140036403 PhD in Sociology 
1313053  PhD in Music (Guildhall School of Music and Drama) 
 

31. Chairs of Viva Voce Examinations for Research Degrees 
The examination Chair was approved for the following candidates: 
 
150058798 PhD in Computer Science 
150045235 PhD in Management 
110031154 PhD in Management 
160042447 PhD in Actuarial Science 
110043784 PhD in Electrical/Information Engineering 
140036403 PhD in Sociology 
1313053  PhD in Music (Guildhall School of Music and Drama) 
 

32. Examiners Joint Reports and Conferral of Awards 
The examiners joint reports were received and the conferral of award made for the following 
candidates: 
 
150019126 PhD in Music 
130017193 DPsych Counselling Psychology 
130030097 PhD in Systems and Modelling 
140059095 PhD in Human Computer Interaction 
110055423 PhD in Systems and Modelling 
100049030 PhD in Aeronautical Engineering 
160040272 PhD in Mathematics 
150050125 PhD in Computer Science 
140049332 PhD in Measurement and Instrumentation 
120039068 PhD in Psychology 
140057691 PhD in Information Engineering 
 
 

33. Other items 
There were no other items requiring Board approval at this meeting. 
 

Secretary: 
 
Richard Alderman 
Assistant Registrar (Research Degrees) 
February 2020 



  
 
 

         
 

School of Health Sciences 
 

  
BOARD OF STUDIES 

Meeting 1 held on Tuesday 22 October 2019 
In the Convocation Suite, Centenary Building from 10.00 – 12.30 
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 Membership Meeting 1 

22 Oct 2019 
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Jane Chudleigh     

Alison Coutts A    
Dr Miriam Conway A    
Judith Flood     

Gill Harrison     

Dr Michelle Hennelly     
Marie Hill     
Rachel Holland A    
Greg Layther     
Professor Jane Marshall     

Professor Gary Morgan A    
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Key:  =In Attendance   A = Apologies N/M = New Member   EA = Extended Absence     * see side bar – attendance on 
rotational basis  

In Attendance Role 
Anthony Copeland Head of Academic Services (apologies) 
Waheeda Dhansey Quality and Student Support Manager (Secretary) 
Lepina Begum Quality Officer (Note-taker) 



 

Part One – Preliminary Items 
 

1. Welcome and Apologies 
The Chair welcomed all members to meeting. 
 
Apologies were noted. 
 

2. Minutes of 25 June 2019 (Paper A) 
The minutes of the meeting held on 25 June 2019 were approved. 
 

3. Matters Arising  
No other matters arising were raised that were not already on the agenda. 
 

4. Action List (Paper B) 
 
4.1 The Board reviewed the Action List and the following update was provided:  
 Item 2: City Learning and Teaching Committee – ADE (E&I) and ADE (QSE) are School nominated 

representatives on the City Learning and Teaching Committee.  
 Item 6: Postgraduate Taught Survey (PTES): Student Engagement – the Head of Academic 

Services and ADE (PGT) held a meeting with the ADE (Q&SE) to discuss the main issues on PD’s 
knowing which students are being surveyed and when. It was agreed that whilst no changes could 
be made with the existing framework of surveys, bespoke surveys and feedback solicited from 
SSLCs could help PDs to obtain the necessary information. The Head of Academic Services has 
spoken to the Head of Education and Student Strategy to report that there may be scope for 
potential changes to how SHS PGT surveys are carried out.  

 Item 7: Disclosure and Barring Service – the AD (P&P) and the Head of Academic Services 
informed the Board that responses from Divisional Leads on who should acquire a DBS check was 
different across the Divisions. Overall, most staff do not need it unless healthcare partners request 
it, or it has been identified as a need for work in a particular setting.  

 Item 8: Research Degree Supervisor: AD (R&E) confirmed that Dr China Mills has been approved 
as a Category A supervisor.  

 
 

Part Two – Reports and Consultations 
 

5.  Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 
5.1  Board of Studies Terms of Reference and Membership (Paper C) 

The Board noted that the terms of reference and composition for 19-20 remain unchanged as 
specified by Senate.  

 
Membership for the Board has been updated to reflect changes in roles of ex-officio and non-ex-
officio members. A paper has been drafted to invite student representatives to sit on Board of 
Studies and its sub-committees, this includes provision of incentives according to required level of 
commitment.  The Board will also seek an elected member in replace Karen Rawlings Anderson.  
 

       [Action: Secretary]  
 

5.2  Board of Studies Reporting Mechanisms (Paper D) 
Members noted and approved the reporting mechanisms for Board of Studies and its sub-
committees.  Secretary to circulate reporting mechanisms to Chairs and Secretaries of Board of 
Studies and its sub-committees to ensure reporting to and from Board of Studies and its sub-
committees is managed in accordance with the guidance outlined in Paper D. 
 

[Action: Secretary]  
 
 
 



6. Board of Studies Sub-Committees Terms of Reference and Membership 19-20 (Paper E) 
 
6.1  The Board noted the terms of reference and composition of Board of Studies sub-committees. 

Members were requested to read and check the roles and expectations required within the 
governance structure and embed these through sub-committees. Chairs to ensure student 
representatives are in attendance to represent student voice on School-level governance. The 
Chair reminded members that governance is audited to provide assurance to Senate that 
committees are operated in accordance with delegated responsibilities. 

 
7.  Dean’s Report 

a)    Student engagement  
The Chair informed the Board that this academic year (2019/20) would be focussed on 
understanding concerns of our students. The aim will be to improve student experience in all 
aspects of the School and University.  
 
The University has initiated a piece of work on commuter students as City has the highest level 
nationally. In addition, the work surrounding widening participation is due to be reviewed for 
the University to understand the demands and challenges for these students.  
 
The Chair shared that she has requested that during Welcome Week new students to email 
individual profiles with a brief description of themselves and their aspirations. These will be 
shared with staff over the next few weeks. 
 

b) Employability  
ADE (E&I) informed the Board that there is increased discussion in the University around 
employability which while it is high in SHS, the issues are more nuanced and varied. There is 
discussion of a potential initiative to allow all students who come to City with have an 
opportunity of a placement and a 15-credit module on employability.  
 
The Careers Service will be working with areas such as Health & Social Care and other 
programmes where work is not a key aspect of the programme to increase employability 
awareness.  

 
8. Student Voice 
8.1  The VP Education Officer was welcomed by the members of the Board of Studies. The key items 

reported were:  
• During Welcome Week, 5,100 students were hosted in receptions across all Schools.  
• The SU is running Student Rep training sessions for all Schools until mid-November. 
• A number of events are being hosted during Black History Month – guest speakers feature 

the experience on black women in political spaces. On 03 November, there will be an event 
on BAME attainment looking at the degree-awarding gap.   

 
8.2 To receive outcomes on the Student Surveys 2019: 

Apologies were noted from the ADE (QSE).  The following update was shared with the Board by 
the AD (UG): 
 
Aural and Oral Sciences NSS scores are above the national median for OS as are Medical 
Technology (Radiography) and Nursing. All SHS programmes are overall ranked green by the 
University as regards Times Good University Guide (TGUG), however there is still room for 
improvement in certain programmes and small changes can have a big effect, as there are lots of 
close bunching of data. Of particular concern, are the courses not reaching the publication 
threshold. This has affected the Your Voice 2 data, which has pulled the overall SHS average down 
to 74% when otherwise the average scores across all programmes are mostly above 80%. In 
addition, some of these programmes will be having their NSS for the first time this year (2019/20) 
and with no information from Your Voice 2 this means staff cannot make any changes to affect 
change in time for the NSS.  
 
Members were reminded that all survey results and participants comments can be found on the 
shared drive. Members were also thanked for completing the new data sheet where all UG scores 
can be seen from last year.  



 
A request was made to Divisional Lead’s to report on any areas that might indicate changes to next 
year’s scores as either positive or negative.  
 
Divisional feedback: 

• Speech and Language Therapy - Year 4 students seem quite positive and happy with the 
programme. They are booked in for February 2020 to complete the NSS. Year 3 have faced 
some challenges with their placement.  – there will be a meeting before Christmas to 
discuss what has and has not gone well. Speech and Language Science students are much 
more enthusiastic than previous year.  

• Radiography – cohorts seem quite happy with the programme. Issues raised by Year 2 
Diagnostic students who were affected by new staff changes were supported with extra 
lecture/tutorial sessions.  

• Midwifery –The new Programme Directors are looking at ways to engage and resolve 
issues with students. There is a need to capture feedback from Year 3 students early on.   

• Nursing – students have mainly raised issues on timetabling. Year 2 Mental Health students 
will have a session held on ‘You said/We did’ to discuss improvements and changes. 

• Health Services and Research Management – the BSc Health & Social Care programme is 
in the process of being suspended and a student consultation is being held to discuss this.  

• Optometry – in spite of staff changes last year, the NSS participation rates were fine. The 
team would like to welcome suggestions on how to improve and encourage participation for 
Your Voice 1 and 2.  

 
The Chair stressed the importance of understanding and following the rules regarding 
communicating with students during surveys. The ADE (QSE) will be working with staff on 
managing and engaging with the surveys. The Chair also offered senior management support, if 
staff needed to address areas such as timetabling or staffing this should be raised with the School’s 
Executive Team.   
       

9.   Senate Briefing Report, Minutes and Consultations 
 

9.1 To receive a briefing report from the meeting of Senate on 16 October 2019  
The key highlights from the October meeting were shared with the Board: 
 

• Academic Year Structure it was agreed for the existing academic year structure to roll 
over for one more year into 2020/21. Plans for 2021/22 are still to be confirmed. 

• Policy on Extensions and Late Submission of Student Work was approved along with 
the exemption for the School of Health Sciences to maintain the sliding scale penalty. 

• Fitness to Practise Policy was approved, with amendments agreed at the meeting. 
• University-level Appeal & Disciplinary Panels was approved. Some names on the lists 

had not attended training and this needs to be rectified. The Secretary agreed to liaise with 
Student and Academic Services to ensure training and support is provided to new 
members. 

[Action: Secretary]          
 
9.2 To consider minutes of the meeting held on 10 July 2019 (Paper F) 
         The Board noted minutes of the meetings held on 10 July 2019. 

   
10. Educational Quality Committee – Minutes and Consultations 
10.1   To receive highlights from the meeting held on 18 September 2019 

The Board received key highlights from the September meeting: 
 
Integrated student support report: The review concluded that City has lack of clear institutional 
oversight of student support functions, and there is variability within Schools in relation to local level 
student and welfare support. Student and Academic Services are working with Learning 
Educational Development Unit to take forward recommendations emerging from the report.  
Fitness to Study Regulations: AGC approved changes to this document in order to fit sector best 
practise. Two major changes were - two new grounds for appeal have been added and Burden of 



Proof as applied to fitness to practise panels was clarified, it lies with the provider to prove that the 
student is not fit to study.  
 

10.2 To note minutes of the meeting held 06 June 2019 (Paper G) 
 Minutes of 06 June 2019 were noted. 
 
10.3  To receive updates on current consultations: 
  
a) Academic Integrity & Misconduct Policy: Members agreed that the proposed policy was not 

student facing and supportive, and had strong concerns with the use of language that appeared 
punitive towards the student. Members were asked to provide feedback by 25 October 2019; 
collated response will be provided to Student and Academic Services.  

[Action: Members Secretary] 
 

11.      Board of Studies Monitoring Reports  
 
11.1     Assessment Feedback Turnaround Times Summer Term Report  

The final paper will be circulated via email to members for consideration.  
 
11.2     Module Evaluation Term 3 Results 18-19  

The following notes shared with the Board: 
 
In the spring term, 64 people were sent congratulatory emails for module scores above 4.5 and 
only 20 scored less than 3.65 who were given an action plan. The summer term data has recently 
arrived and it looks strong, the evaluations are available on the SharePoint, but the summary data 
is not available yet to aid with dissemination. 
 
The Chair informed the Board that the amendments to the Module Evaluations Process has not 
been presented to Senate. Issues have been raised by the union about module evaluations, and 
how similar surveys have been found to disadvantage between groups such as women and BAME 
staff.  

 
11.3  Annual Programme Evaluation 
 The Undergraduate APE review meeting is scheduled for 29 October 2019. Forms have been 

circulated to staff. The meeting will focus on student experience, programmes and student 
satisfaction on their respective programmes. 

 
 The Postgraduate Taught programmes APE review meeting is scheduled for 20 March 2020, and 

Postgraduate Research programmes APE review meeting will be held on 11 December 2019. 
 
11.4  Student Profiles  

The Board noted Paper J. 
 

12.  Risk Management 
 

12.1 To receive reports on risk from Assessment Boards 
The process for logging and reporting was viewed as more robust. Some risks were mainly related 
to human error, which teams are looking to eradicate. Other areas require much needed attention, 
for example, issues must be identified at the Pre-Board, attendance, etc.  
 
The AD (PG) reported that postgraduate Assessment Boards are due to take place in the upcoming 
weeks. Some UG Boards have been held and the risks identified at these Boards are being 
managed. There is a much better system for reporting and recording risk management and the 
involvement of the External Examiner has proven to be beneficial. The External Examiners have 
also responded positively on the risk management practice. SHS is generally commended by the 
University for its conduct of this process. 
 
The process for Risk Reporting within the School has been reviewed and enhancements made to 
reporting time, clarity of what is needed and who is responsible for coordinating and reporting risks.  
 



The Secretary confirmed Professional Services staff in the School (UG and PG teams) have been 
asked about what support they need to manage the risk reporting process.  

  
13.  Programme Approvals, Periodic Reviews, Suspensions/Terminations and Professional 

Bodies Activities  
  
13.1 Periodic Review Activities 

To note Paper K which outlines all programme activities, such as programme approvals, 
amendments, periodic reviews and PSRB events for 19-20. 
 

13.2 Terminations/Suspension 
 To note the following programmes have been terminated/suspended: 

a) MSc Advanced Nurse Practitioner (APHSC) 
b) MSc Nursing 
c) BSc Nursing Studies 

 
14.  Partnership Provision – Standing item 
 
14.1   To receive the following items consider minutes/reports from relevant Course Boards/ Programme 

Committees: 
a) Institute of Education (IoE) – MSc Speech, Language and Communication Needs in Schools: 

Advanced Practice – It was noted that the next meeting was scheduled for 25 November 
2019. 

 
14.2  To receive an update on renewal of partnership for: 

a)    Transformational Learning Consultants (TLC) – Return to Practice Nursing Programme. 
To note the partnership has now been terminated. A special thanks from the School to TLC 
staff, in particular to Ben Teh and Sarah Sorter for their support and contribution. Ben Teh will 
continue to support the programme for the foreseeable future. 

 
14.3  To approve external examiner reports and responses for the following programmes involving a 

partner: 
 
Foundation Degree in Ophthalmic Dispensing  
The Board approved the following two external examiners report and responses for the programme: 
 

a) Julie Lees – Foundation Degree in Ophthalmic Dispensing in 2018-19 (approved) 
b) Stephen Freeman – Foundation Degree in Ophthalmic Dispensing 2018-19 (approved) 

 
It was noted that as the programme has now been terminated no further reports will be received. 

 
15.  Contract Performance Management 

The AD (UG) informed the Board that Higher Education England (HEE) funding reforms were fully 
in place. HEE will continue to fund the Return to Practice programme. The Placement Tariff (where 
HEE pay the trust to support the students) has created a great deal of work for the Placement Team 
to process independent places. The administrative work is now being reviewed.  

 
16.  Sub-Committee minutes and reports 

To consider minutes and receive verbal report on key items considered at the following recent 
committees: 

 
16.1  Student Experience Committee  

The minutes of 18 June 2019 (Paper N) was approved.  
 

16.2  Programme Approval and Review Committee (PARC) 
The minutes of 23 September 2019 (Paper O) were approved. The following update was received: 
The first PARC of the new academic year went well and the individual workload on members has 
decreased with the increase in membership. Some papers were late – DLs are requested to 
reaffirm to staff of the necessity to adhere to PARC submission deadlines. 
 



The MSc Leading Integrated Care (Stage 2) was approved by Chairs Action following conditions 
were met, as was the MSc Professional Practice (Stage 1). 

 
16.3  Practice Education Committee (PEC) 

The minutes of 10 July and 17 September 2019 were approved (Paper P). In addition, the AD 
(P&P) provided the following highlights:  

- The committee is looking to implement a triage system for when the University is closed to 
provide support to students on placement – it most likely to be a telephone system. 

- Two strategic Practice Leads have now been approved – Sophie Willis (Allied Health) and 
Michelle Ellis (Nursing & Midwifery). 

- There will be a review of placement capacity and whether it can be met.  
- Placement of the Year Awards – Radiography have agreed to introduce the awards.  
- There are changes to the student support model for Nursing which may be moving 

towards a geographical model with team of individuals to support students more 
comprehensively.  

 
16.4  Learning and Teaching Committee 

 The ADE (EI) confirmed the next meeting will be held on 10 December 2019.  
 

16.5   Research Committee (Paper Q) 
The minutes were noted.  The meeting in July concentrated on preparation for REF and research 
strategy. 

 
17.  Programme Committees  
  
17.1  Undergraduate Programmes  

The AD (UG) thanked all staff for their support during the recruitment campaign (Clearing) which 
helped improve student recruitment numbers from the previous year. Funding on programmes have 
been compounded by challenges such as other HEIs moving into Nursing.  
 
The School is focusing on exploring development of Apprenticeship programmes, such as 
optometry and speech and language therapy. 

  
Recruitment conversations for 2020-21 with Admissions tutors i.e. any adjustments to marketing 
strategy and any programmes struggling to recruit. Health & Social Care were struggling to recruit 
for the last two years – the decision was made to suspend the programme during 2020/21 and a 
consultation is underway for students currently on the programme.  

  
 BSc Children’s and Adult Nursing students have been involved with the ‘Street Doctor’s’ 

programme – going into schools and youth clubs to teach young people who have witnessed / been 
involved in knife crime, how to do life support especially for those injured by knives. This has been 
reported in the Evening Standard and the BBC’s Panorama. 

 
17.2  Postgraduate Taught and Top-Up Programmes 

The AD (PG) reported a number of programmes have gone through suspension and termination 
(staff thanked for supporting this process). Any programmes going through this process should 
consider where the modules which may continue to run will be housed.  
 
Workforce Development are working more collaboratively with trusts and partners. Modular 
management – anyone changing occurrence should be advised to speak to their Divisional Lead 
as it has a wider impact.  
 

17.3  Research and PhD Programmes 
There has been an increase in the number of postgraduate research students.  
  

17.4 Divisional Leads to provide a brief verbal update  
 
 Key Divisional Activity:  
 Nursing – new programmes are expecting exponential numbers and expecting to meet with 

preparedness  



Radiography – recruitment and consultations with stakeholders in December – speaking with 
clinical providers and working with Mechanical Engineering on programme development. 

 Midwifery – the team are preparing for the Periodic Review Development Day in December 2019. 
HSRM – two programmes are currently under development to be approved through UPAC – MSc 
Leading Integrated Care and MSc Professional Practice. Newly arrived Food Policy from SASS is 
now under HSRM. Division received the final sign off for Masters in Public Health (MPH) periodic 
review. Currently now preparing for the MSc Health Policy periodic review for May 2020.  
Optometry – the General Optical Council will be visiting in February 2020 for accreditation event. 
Simultaneously the annual programme report for the GOC is underway. The team is currently 
looking to change the programme for BSc Optometry from 3 years to 4 years in order to embed re-
registration. Several students will be going to India between December-January. Around 50 
students have volunteered at St Thomas’s Hospital to help the visually impaired.  

 
Part Three – Items for Approval 

 
18.  Discretionary Second Sit (Third attempt) - 2019/20 for Undergraduate/Pre-Registration 

Programmes 
Speech and Language Science to be added; Clinical module in addition to practice module should 
also to be added. The VP Education Officer confirmed the Student Union supported the aims of 
this paper as it is inclusive of and benefits BAME students and students from deprived backgrounds 
going to University for the first time.  
 

19.     Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Exception to Senate Assessment Regulations 19 
Members asked to provide feedback by end of the week (25 October 2019).  

         [Action: All] 
 

20. Assessment Boards, Assessment Board Sub-Committees and Appeal Panels 
a) Assessment Boards Chairs for recommendation to Senate (Paper T) was approved. 
 
b) Schedule of dates of Assessment Boards, Resit Boards, Interim/Module Panels (Paper U) to 

be circulated to members for comments.  Feedback to be provided to the Secretary by 25 
October 2019.  

[Action: Secretary] 
c) Panel Pool List Composition was approved. 

       
21.  Raising and Escalating Concerns in Practice 
 AD (PP) informed the Board that there were 12 incidents reported since the last BoS meeting.  
 
22.  SHS Revised RPL Process  

Members were asked to review the revised process and send their feedback to the Secretary by 
25 October 2019.  
 

23.  External Examiners - reports and responses 
 The external examiner reports and responses outlined in Paper X were approved. 
 
24.  External Examiners – appointments 2019-20 onwards 
 The appointment of Caroline Ridley (Paper Y) was approved by the Board. 
 

The Board noted new appointment of external examiners for 2019-20, which were approved via 
circulation by the Board. 

 
25.  Honorary Appointments 
 The honorary appointments outlined in the agenda were approved. 
 
26.  Participation Arrangements 
 There were no items to report under this section. 

 
 



Part Four – Items for Information 
 

27.     Assessment Board Good Practice Guidance (Paper Z) 
 Members were asked to review the guidance and send comments to the Secretary and Head of 

Academic Services 
[Action: All] 

 
28.  Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) 

 The Board noted that no guidance has been received yet for TEF. The main issue for City and SHS 
continues to be progression of students from year one to year two.  

 
29.  Monitoring of Personal Tutoring  
 The ADE (E&I) reported that there is a new system being piloted to track the issues raised by 

students during personal tutor meetings. Since September, there have been 432 group meetings 
(UG) and 582 individual meetings (UG). 24 students reported personal issues and 24 reported 
academic issues.  

 
30.  Regulations/Policies Update for 2019-20 
 The Board was informed that all new and revised policies could now be accessed on the SHS 

WorkHub.  
 
Part Five – Concluding Items 

 
31.  Any Other Business  

There was no other business raised under this item. 
 
32. Dates, Times and Venues of Next Meeting[s] 

Meeting dates for 19-20 are as follows 
 
4 February 2020  
28 April 2020  
23 June 2020 
All meetings will be held from 10.00-12.30 hours 
 
 

Secretary to Board of Studies 
 
Name: 

 
Waheeda Dhansey 

Phone: 020 7040 5948 
Email: w.dhansey@city.ac.uk  

November 2019 
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School of Health Sciences 
 

  
BOARD OF STUDIES 

Meeting 2 held on Tuesday 4 February 2020 
In the City 125, Whiskin Building from 10.00 – 12.30 

 
UNRESERVED BUSINESS MINUTES (UNCONFIRMED) 

 
 Membership Meeting 1 

22 Oct 2019 
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Jane Chudleigh     

Alison Coutts A    
Dr Miriam Conway A A   
Judith Flood     

Dr Michelle Hennelly     
Marie Hill     
Rachel Holland A    
Greg Layther     
Christina Malameteniou N/M    

Professor Jane Marshall     

Professor Gary Morgan A    
Louise Phillips  A   
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Key:  =In Attendance   A = Apologies N/M = New Member   EA = Extended Absence     * see side bar – attendance on 
rotational basis  

In Attendance Role 
Anthony Copeland Head of Academic Services (apologies) 
Waheeda Dhansey Quality and Student Support Manager (Secretary) 
Lepina Begum Quality Officer (Note-taker) 



 

Part One – Preliminary Items 
 

1. Welcome and Apologies 
The Chair welcomed all members to meeting. 
 
Apologies were noted. 
 

2. Minutes of 22 October 2019 (Paper A) 
The minutes of the meeting held on 22 October 2019 were approved with no amendments. 
 

3. Matters Arising  
No other matters arising were raised that were not already on the agenda. 
 

4. Action List (Paper B) 
 
4.1 The items on the action list are on the agenda for consideration.  
 
5.  Report on Chair’s Action 
 To note matters considered via Chair’s Action following the 22 October 2019 Board: 
 
a) Academic Integrity and Misconduct Policy – SHS Response to Senate Consultation (Paper C) 

The Board received the School’s response to the revised Academic Integrity and Misconduct Policy 
noting that the policy was not student facing and the language was punitive. The ADE (QSE) 
reported that the policy was updated after the consultation and presented to the Educational Quality 
Committee. The updated policy was approved and will be circulated to Schools Board of Studies 
for a further consultation. 
 

b) Assessment Regulations relating to Failure of a Module – SHS Response to Senate Consultation 
(Paper D) 
The Board noted School’s response to this consultation. The Educational Quality Committee 
received the revised policy at its last meeting and it was agreed that further consultation is required 
prior to consideration. 
 

c) Assessment Feedback Turnaround Times Summer Term Report (Paper E) 
      The report for the summer term was noted. 
 

d) Assessment Board Schedule and Membership for 19-20 (Paper F) 
The schedule and membership was noted. 
 

e) Request to cancel Periodic Reviews 19-20 
A request was submitted to the Deputy President (Education) to cancel periodic reviews for BSc 
(Hons) Nursing Studies and MRes Clinical Research on the basis that these programmes have 
been terminated. The request was approved as a result of which the periodic review events have 
been cancelled. 
 

6.      Board of Studies membership revised 19-20 (Paper H) 
 The Board received revised membership reflecting changes in roles, these are noted as follows:  

Professor Chris Hull (Deputy Dean); Professor Leanne Aitken (Associate Dean, Research and 
Enterprise); Patricia Burrows (Public Health Programme Director); Dr Christina Malamateniou 
(Programme Director MSc MRI); Dr Irene Ctori (Divisional Lead, Optometry and Visual Science); 
Jugjeet Bansal (City Sight Clinical Manager). 

 
 The revised membership was approved. 
 
7.   Board of Studies Sub-Committees: Programme Committee and Student-Staff Liaison 

Committee (Paper I) 
 The dates and membership for postgraduate taught and research programmes, and 

undergraduate-pre-registration programmes was approved. 



 
Part Two – Reports and Consultations 

 
8.  Dean’s Report 

  
a)    President’s Appointment and Strategy update 

The Chair updated the Board on the process for the President’s appointment.  The Council will 
announce a committee to oversee the executive search and draw a long list and short list of 
candidates. As part of this, the University is looking to refresh its strategy and all Schools are 
being asked to look at and revise their strategy specifically in relation to growth.  
 
The President will be attending all-staff meetings in Schools to present a speed strategy 
update.  SHS all-staff meeting is scheduled for 12 February. Members are encouraged to 
attend and to ask questions on the School and University on the direction to move forward.  
 
Members were advised to think about KPIs and strategy and feedback to the Chair. As 
members are likely to have on the ground experience, it would be a useful time now to raise 
the feedback on what is not working well and to put forward ideas.   
 
All Divisions have received financial forecasts updates on challenges being faced mainly about 
staff costs and student recruitment numbers. It was also an opportunity for Divisions to share 
good ideas to refocus objectives, possibilities and refresh areas that are doing well.   
 

b) Progression  
The ADE (EI) is looking at proactive personal tutoring methods to identify students who require 
more support in completing assessment(s) successfully. This will involve working on the 
growth mind-set for students asking questions such as, what is getting in the way of asking for 
help. The ADE (EI) will be consulting with staff for their input. 

 
c) Student Surveys 2020 

The NSS is now in full swing and a number of programmes are engaged in completing the 
survey or sessions are being held for students to do so. The ADE (QSE) has been working 
with Divisional Leads and Programme Directors to ensure the School is compliant with the 
rules set by the NSS and Office for Students when conducting the surveys. The Chair stressed 
the importance of adhering to the rules to ensure compliance. 
 

d) Industrial Strike Action  
UCU and Unison have voted in favour of a second industrial strike action due to take place in 
term two (from 20 February to 13 March 2020). 

 
9. Student Voice 
9.1  In the absence of the VP Education Officer, the SHS School Representative Officer provided a brief 

update:  
• During the January exam period, the Student Union ran their Study Well Campaign. This 

included positive messages for health and wellbeing support, breakfast and puppies to 
motivate and ease students.  

• The Student Union Sabbatical Officers elections are now open for nominations 
• There will be a Student member’s meeting on 11 February 2020 

 
SHS Student Reps were contacted ahead of the Board for feedback on issues but no responses 
were received.   
 

9.2 To receive updates on the Student Surveys 2020: 
The ADE (QSE) provided the following update: 
 

• A number of survey completion sessions have been held for the NSS and Your Voice (1&2) 
with more confirmed for the remainder of term 2.  

• For the PTES survey, only PGT students currently listed on the population lists can 
complete the PTES survey. While discussions have been held with the Head of Education 



and Student Strategy on ways to include all PGT programmes i.e. students on different 
entry points and duration, unfortunately a resolution has not been reached in time for the 
survey this year. 

 
9.3     The SHS UG and PG Student Representatives register (Paper J) was received. 

      
10.   Senate Briefing Report, Minutes and Consultations 
10.1 To receive a briefing report from the meeting of Senate on 11 December 2019  

The key highlights from the December meeting were shared with the Board by the ADE (QSE):  
 

• PSRB activity – Senate has asked for any exceptional PSRB activity – all members were 
requested to notify the ADE (QSE) of any activity that should be included in the response. 
The Industrial Action will be included in the report as an exception. 

• University-level Appeal & Disciplinary Panels – the list of staff for this year was 
accepted. However, next year, any individuals who have not attend the training will not be 
accepted. There will also be an expiry date introduced to the training to ensure staff are 
kept up to date with the policies and procedures to conduct/sit on panels.  

• Academic year structure – this is still being reviewed and Senate are looking to revise the 
structure to the year of 2021-22. 

• REF – the deadline is 06 March for staff to declare complex situations that have affected 
research output. As this affects equality and diversity, communication must avoid 
language, which may be seen/interpreted to coerce staff. The Deputy Dean requested 
more direction from Andrew Jones (Vice President of Research and Enterprise) with this 
matter.          

[Action: Deputy Dean] 
• New typology for the Collaborative register has been approved. 
• Sabbatical leave report – all Schools have been advised to ensure that any sabbatical 

data provided to Senate must be anonymised. While the names are redacted for reporting, 
the discussion had raised the issue of individuals being identified based on their projects. 
Senator(s) to seek clarification on how the report must be presented if projects cannot be 
listed as part of output.  

[Action: Secretary] 
• Annual Assessment Board Monitoring Report: there were 12 recommendations to be 

shared with Schools. This is due to be received by the ADE (QSE) prior to circulation. 
 

10.2 To consider minutes of the meeting held on 11 December 2019 (Paper K) 
         The Board noted minutes of the meetings held on 11 December 2019. 
 
10.3 To receive an update on SHS exceptions considered by Senate: 

a) Programme Regulations for Undergraduate/Pre-registration programmes – the criteria for 
discretionary second sit was accepted for SHS.  

 
b) Recognition of Prior Learning for Advanced Clinical Practice and Advanced Clinical Practice 

(Apprenticeship).  The proposal of 50% RPL was not approved by the Educational Quality 
Committee as it was agreed that the proposals needed to be strengthened further to provide 
assurances. Feedback to AD (PG) to undertake further work on the proposals.   

 
c) The Chair noted the importance for the School to seek exception on additional RPL offered as 

an option for relevant programmes to allow flexibility in recruitment and be competitive in the 
healthcare education sector.  

     
11. Educational Quality Committee – Minutes and Consultations 
11.1   To receive highlights from the meeting held on 30 January 2020 and 31 October 2019 

The Board received key highlights from the 30 January meeting: 
 

• Academic Misconduct and Integrity Policy - the revised policy is more student facing 
and with minor tweaks to ensure that it is promoting integrity, and not just misconduct. 
Members were advised that for staff marking work, if a case of academic misconduct is 



suspected, the assignment should be marked but the marks cannot be released until the 
investigation has been completed.  

 
• Lecture Capture Policy is due to be revised. In brief, the revised version provides a more 

pedagogical underpinning and to help staff to understand the benefits of its use. The 
updated policy will be provided at the next BoS meeting. 

[Action: ADE (E&I)] 
 

• Undergraduate APEs have now been approved by the EQC.  
 

• Student Harassment and Bullying Policy is in line with current policy and there have 
been no major changes with the exception of now including cyber bullying and online 
harassment faced by students and staff.  

 
11.2 To note minutes of the meeting held 31 October 2019 and 18 September 2019 (Paper L) 
 Minutes of 31 October 2019 and 18 September 2019 were noted. 
 
12.      Board of Studies Monitoring Reports  
 
12.1   Assessment Feedback Turnaround Times Autumn Term Report (Paper M) 

The School non-compliance with turnaround times has decreased. The majority of reasons for late 
return of feedback related to makers/moderators workload and errors.  
 
The Chair noted that the reasons for non-compliance are not in line with the university guidance, 
and asked Divisional Leads to monitor non-compliance and manage late return of feedback more 
diligently.  

 
12.2   Module Evaluation Term 3 Results 18-19  

The ADE (QSE) noted that the results for term 3 will be shared at the next Board as these are 
currently being processed. 
 

12.3  Annual Programme Evaluation 
a)     The Undergraduate APE review meeting was held on 23 October 2019 (Paper N). The meeting 

was positive and took a thematic view to look at what had been raised over the past year. 
The data presented had improved significantly since the previous meeting and this supported 
Programme Directors to illustrate changes and report on trends. Formal thanks were 
extended to the Senior Analyst for ensuring accurate statistical data to inform the APE and 
the meeting.  

  
b) Postgraduate Research APE review meeting held on 3 December 2029 (Paper O) went well 

and good feedback was provided by the critical reviewers.  
 

c)    Postgraduate Taught programmes APE review meeting is scheduled for 10 March 2020. 
 
12.4  Student Appeals Annual Report (Paper P) 

The annual report was approved, and the recommendations/good practice was endorsed. 
 

Formal thanks were expressed from the Chair to Annette Steffensen (Quality Officer) for her 
expertise and ability to investigate and manage appeals. 

 
12.5  Student Complaints Annual Report (Paper Q) 

The complaints annual report, including recommendations was approved. 
 
Members were informed that a number of complaints were related to module cancellations 
therefore advised to consistently check what is advertised on the University webpages. Members 
were asked to be mindful of complaints affecting surveys and therefore to be conscious of how 
response to complaints is managed as a School. The Chair informed the Board that students are 
now directly contacting the President and Dean(s). Students are also seeking financial recompense 
for institutional impact of concerns. Where groups of students complain together this can lead to a 
class action. As the students are paying their tuition fees, they are more likely to seek financial 



compensation. Members were asked to ensure endeavours are made to resolve any student 
concerns informally. 
 

12.6 Fitness to Practise Annual Report (Paper R) 
Recommendations and enhancements to be taken forward were discussed to ensure referrals are 
comprehensive and supported by strong and clear evidence; supporting mechanisms are in place 
to support students; staff refer and adhere to the relevant process (Cause for Concern, Raising 
and Escalating Concerns, Fitness to Practise), referrals are managed in a fair and transparent 
manner to avoid internal and external risks.   
 
It was also noted that the School has received three referrals from the Nursing and Midwifery 
Council seeking assurance on the student’s declaration of good health and good character. 
Investigation of these NMC referrals have highlighted a number of procedural issues that the 
School needs to address. 
 
The report and discussion at the Board emphasised exploring training requirements for relevant 
staff, and emphasising the need for staff to ensure procedures in place are followed. Workshops 
and training to support staff on how to manage student cases, including how to deal with third-
parties referrals will be considered. 

[Action: Secretary] 
 

13.  Risk Management 
To receive reports on risk from Assessment Boards 
 
a) Undergraduate/Pre-Registration Assessment Board Annual Risk Report (Paper S)  

The annual report lists the types of issues identified, for example, some were human error; 
some were in breach of University guidance and some issues were in relation to grading 
anomalies that had been addressed by the External Examiner in the moderation process. The 
annual report presents analysis of data, which indicates that more risks were reported last year 
in comparison to 18-19.  It was noted that the mechanism of reporting was much more effective.  

 
In order to address a number of these risks and issues raised at the Assessment Board, the 
AD (UG) suggested that training be provided for new and existing staff on significant areas of 
Assessment Board operation, and also related to marking and moderation. This would help to 
improve and address any issues prior to the Assessment Board thereby removing any impact 
on student results. 
 
The ADE (E&I) agreed to explore the possibility with LEaD on holding marking and moderating 
workshops.  The Secretary to ensure Programme Directors are invited to Assessment Board 
workshops.   

[Action: ADE (E&I); Secretary] 
 
b) Postgraduate Taught and Top-Up Assessment Boards (Paper T) 

The AD (PG) reported that the risk management process was much tighter and while there are 
less risks compared to last year this may be due lack of reporting. More direction was needed 
for the timing of responses and when it should be returned. Going forward, more work needs 
to be done to monitor and manage action plans as risks were being raised in areas where action 
plans had already been placed. The risk management process otherwise was noted to be 
effective and helpful. 
 

The Secretary reminded all Assessment Board chairs to be mindful of students’ maximum periods 
of registration. 
 
The ADE (QSE) suggested that it would be more suitable for the Divisional Lead to act as the 
Reserve Chair to Assessment Boards as they would be more familiar with the nuances of each 
programme in their Division.  A communication will be sent to Divisional Leads to seek their 
feedback on this proposal. 

[Action: ADE (QSE)] 
  
 



14.   Reports from Periodic Reviews and Professional Bodies Activities  
To note Paper U, which outlines all programme activities, such as programme approvals, 
amendments, periodic reviews and PSRB events for 19-20. 

 
14.1 Periodic Review Activities 

The Board noted upcoming periodic reviews for the following programmes: 
MSc Health Policy – 28 May 2020 
BSc/PG Dip Midwifery – 21 May 2020 
 

14.2  Programme Approval Activities 
The Board noted the following approval activities: 
MSc Leading Integrated Care – final paperwork in response to the Stage 2 conditions has now 
been submitted to the UPAC Stage 2 Chair awaiting final approval.  
MSc Professional Practice – Stage 2 documentation has been submitted for the UPAC panel due 
to take place on 12 February 2020. 
 

14.3  Professional Bodies 
 The Board noted the following activities: 

a) General Optical Council – Approval of BSc (Hons) Optometry due to take place on 24 
and 25 February 2020. 

b) Health and Care Professional Council - annual reports have been submitted for the 
following programmes: for BSc (Hons) Radiography (Diagnostic Imaging); BSc (Hons) 
Radiography (Radiotherapy and Oncology); BSc (Hons) Speech and Language Therapy; 
PG Dip / MSc Speech and Language Therapy. Deadline for DPsych and Independent 
Prescribing is 31 March 2020. 

c) Nursing and Midwifery Council 
i. The Self-Assessment Annual Report – the Board noted submission of Paper U. 
ii. Return to Practice Approval Event – date to be confirmed by the NMC  
iii. Prescribing (V100, V150, V300) – approval event scheduled for 6 April 2020.  
iv. Nursing Associate (Direct Entry – plans to develop a direct-entry route is under 

consideration. 
v. Change of roles – Anne McLeod is the new Official Correspondent for the NMC 

replacing Julie Attenborough. Suzanne Lee is the Lead Midwife for Education. 
The Chair formally thanked Julie Attenborough in her capacity as the NMC Official 
Correspondent for her exceptional support in delivering and managing a key 
relationship with the regulator on behalf of the School.  

 
14.4  Programme Amendments 2020-21 
 The Board noted that amendments for implementation 20-21 are in the process of being reviewed 

by the Quality and Student Support Team, and will be presented to the Programme Approval and 
Review Committee to ensure it meets the university deadlines. 

 
14.5  Programme Termination/Suspension 
 The Board noted the MSc Health Psychology programme has been terminated due to low student 

recruitment.  
  
15.  Partnership Provision – Standing item 
15.1 The Board noted the 25 November 2019 minutes for the Institute of Education (IoE) – MSc Speech, 

Language and Communication Needs in Schools: Advanced Practice were delayed as these have 
not been drafted. 

  
 The last Programme Committee for Return to Practice programme was cancelled. 

 
15.2  To receive an update on renewal of partnership for: 

a)  Institute of Education (IoE) – The Board informed its members that the Institute of Education 
has requested a termination of partnership for the MSc Speech, Language and 
Communication Needs in Schools: Advanced Practice programme.  The School is awaiting 
to receive a formal notification of IoE request to terminate.  

 
 



16.  Contract Performance Management 
Nothing to report.  

 
17.  Sub-Committee minutes and reports 

To consider minutes and receive verbal report on key items considered at the following recent 
committees: 

 
17.1  Student Experience Committee  

The minutes of 26 November 2019, (Paper V) was approved. The ADE (QSE) informed the Board 
of the following activities: 
 
A new project is being conducted by the University on commuter students as City has the second 
highest rate of commuter students nationally. Student Representatives at the SEC were given the 
opportunity to provide some initial input. The formal consultation will be inviting students to be part 
of the focus groups. As the majority of SHS students will be on placement, the ADE (QSE) has 
recommended that this be coordinated through the Clinical Facilitators.  
 

17.2  Programme Approval and Review Committee (PARC) 
The minutes of 25 November 2019 and 18 December (Paper W) were approved. The following 
update was received from the January meeting: 
 
The majority of the amendments received were submitted on time and were of good quality. The 
next PARC due on 04 February is the last meeting for all amendments to be submitted for 2020-
21. DLs were reminded that where staff have been given extensions for submissions, these must 
be met in order to minimise workload impact.  

 
17.3  Practice Education Committee (PEC) 

The minutes of 14 November 2019 were approved (Paper X). In addition, the AD (P&P) provided 
the following highlights:  
 

• The School Representative Officer (SRO) is now a member of the PEC to represent 
student voice at the committee. 

• There is a new email account to report safeguarding and wellbeing issues whilst on 
placement – shswelfare@city.ac.uk  

• The issue of commuting to placement has also been raised by students and this will be 
reviewed as part of the PEC on an ongoing basis.  

• There are a number of upcoming projects and events:  
- Progression into Practice – how to prepare students into their placement allocation 
- Shift allocation – students will be given more control over how their shifts are rostered. 

The team is working with Barts on a pilot to allow students to schedule in their 
placement shifts around their individual employment work hours. 

- The Student and Practice Excellence Awards is due to take place on 24 March 2020. 
Radiography will be joining for the first time.  

 
17.4  Learning and Teaching Committee 

 The minutes of 10 December 2019, (Paper Y) was approved. The ADE (EI) in brief informed the 
Board of a project being led by the Student Voice team (Jack Kilker) on the BAME awarding gap; 
Richard Thorne was reviewing the employability element at SHS, and the current LTC strategy is 
currently being refreshed. 

 
17.5   Research Committee (Paper Q) 

The minutes of 24 September 2019 were noted. No further updates. 
 

18.  Programme Committees  
  
18.1  Undergraduate Programmes  

The AD (UG) informed the Board that the newly elected government has established an 
‘implementation unit’, which will operate as a health workforce. The School has been selected to 
contribute to the discussion. The allocation of £1,000 by the government to the NHS for staff 
retention will go directly to trusts.  

mailto:shswelfare@city.ac.uk


 
18.2  Postgraduate Taught and Top-Up Programmes 

Awaiting numbers for CPPD modules through direct commission. Substantial work is underway 
with the Advanced Clinical Practice and Advanced Clinical Practice (Apprenticeships) programmes 
to ensure it meets the continuous changing framework. 
 

18.3  Research and PhD Programmes 
The PhD programme has now set up a more systematic training programme, which is used in a 
number of other Schools in the University. 
  

18.4  Divisional Leads to provide a brief verbal update  
 
 Key Divisional Activity:  

Optometry – [request notes from WD]  
Nursing – 2500 applications have been received and 200 offers have been made. There is an 
increase in applications and the team are looking to add more selection days; NSS survey sessions 
has been held for the Mental Health and Adult Nursing cohorts; Your Voice sessions are scheduled 
for Mental Health Nursing students and; a number of upcoming validation events will be held.  
HSRM – two programmes are currently under development – MSc Leading Integrated Care is now 
in post Stage 2 UPAC (responding to conditions) and MSc Professional Practice is preparing for 
Stage 2 UPAC. The MSc Health Policy periodic review is scheduled for 28 May 2020.  
Radiography – Applications received are currently at the expected level and offers have been 
made around the same; a number of selection days are coming up; NSS survey sessions were 
held at the end of January and Your Voice sessions are due in mid-February; the pre-registration 
validation report has been consulted with the service users. The Radiography annual report to the 
HCPC was submitted at the end of January.  Preparations are underway for the Undergraduate 
Midwifery programmes Periodic Review. 
LCS – student recruitment across four full interview days saw 40 applicants interviewed on each 
day; BSc SPLT has received 194 applications with 85 awaiting interviewed; SPLS have received 
40 applications with 12 awaiting interview; MSc SPLT has received 352 applications with 77 
confirmed offers; 30 are currently on the waiting list and 63 awaiting interview. Surveys – Your 
Voice is underway with Module leaders; dates have been scheduled for the NSS; a number of end 
of year social events are due to take place for Year 3 and 4 students.  
A number of SLT events are taking place including Johan Verhoeven’s inaugural lecture, ‘The 
Articulatory Possibilities of Man: Speech Sounds in the World’s Languages’ on Tuesday 04 
February 2020. 

  
Part Three – Items for Approval 

 
19.   SHS Collaborative Register 2019-20 
 The Board received and approved Paper AA. 

 
20.     Raising and Escalating Concerns in Practice 

 
20.1  AD (PP) informed the Board that the annual report (Paper AB) had recorded 24 high-risk incidents 

for 2019-2020. Staff were requested to utilise the raising and escalation concerns form which can 
be accessed by students and staff. All strategic practice leads are now in post.  

 
20.2 The Board approved the revised policy (Paper AC). 
 
21.  Student Work Experience and Internships Policy 

The Board received an approved Paper AD. 
The AD (PP) reported that this policy has been developed for programmes that are not regulated 
by Professional Bodies (as they are not regulated to a particular standard) therefore this policy 
has been adapted from the University policy to make it more applicable to SHS.  

 
22.  Students’ Uniform, Dress and Appearance Revised Policy  

The Board approved the revised policy (Paper AE). 
 

https://dmtrk.net/t/O4Y-6O8KA-MFB292-3WH13O-1/c.aspx
https://dmtrk.net/t/O4Y-6O8KA-MFB292-3WH13O-1/c.aspx


The AD (PP) informed the Board that there has been minimal changes to the policy and 
regulations around culturally sensitive uniform. The policy has been approved by the Practice 
Partners and Programme Directors. The Board was requested to note that while Nursing and 
Midwifery accommodate for culturally appropriate uniform, Radiography do not. However, 
depending on where the student is working, the local policy will always override the University 
policy. 

 
23.  Professional Statutory and Regulatory Bodies (PSRB) Register 
 The Board approved the PSRB Register (Paper AF) 
 
24.  Process for GOC Registration 

Prior to approval of the request for exception to University guidance on feedback to students, the 
Deputy Dean requested that all GOC registrants in Optometry to be given the opportunity to input 
to this process.  
 
Secretary to request Programme Director to seek consultation on the process with GOC registrants 
within the Division.  

[Action: Secretary/Programme Director]  
       

25.  External Examiners - reports and responses (Paper AH) 
 The external examiner reports and responses outlined in Paper AH were approved. 
 
26.  External Examiners – appointments 2019-20 onwards (Paper AI) 

The Board noted new appointments of external examiners for 2019-20, which were approved 
via circulation by the Board. 
 
The Chair also stressed the importance of ensuring conflict of interest to ensure compliance with 
QAA Quality Code section on External Expertise is adhered to when appointing external 
examiners, as it undermines integrity of the process. Divisional Leads were asked to ensure 
Programme Directors are informed of this requirement. 

 
26.  Honorary Appointments 
 The honorary appointments outlined in the agenda were approved. 
 
27.  Participation Arrangements 
 There were no items to report under this section. 

 
Part Four – Items for Information 

 
28.  Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF) 

     The ADE (E&I) reported that TEF will not proceed with the sector wide subject level exercise.  The 
University to carry out subject-level exercise. For the School the Nursing and Midwifery 
programmes will be reviewed in April 2020, and the allied health programmes review will begin in 
May 2020. The ADE (E&I) will update the Board on progress.  

 
29.  Monitoring of Personal Tutoring (Paper AJ) 
 The ADE (E&I) presented the senior personal tutor report to the Board. It was noted that the report 

supports that personal tutor roles are well established in SHS, and is recognised for good practice 
in supporting students. An audit of personal tutoring is underway allowing a more formal reporting 
process at School and University level.  

 
Part Five – Concluding Items 

 
31.  Any Other Business  

There was no other business raised under this item. 
 
32. Dates, Times and Venues of Next Meeting[s] 

Meeting dates for 19-20 are as follows 



 
28 April 2020  
23 June 2020 
All meetings will be held from 10.00-12.30 hours 
 

Secretary to Board of Studies 
 
Name: 

 
Waheeda Dhansey 

Phone: 020 7040 5948 
Email: w.dhansey@city.ac.uk   

February 2020 
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SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SOCIAL SCIENCES 
 

BOARD OF STUDIES 
 

Meeting 34 held on Wednesday 02 October 2019 
 
 

CONFIRMED MINUTES 

Name of Member 
02  

October 
2019 

28 
November 

2019 

18  
March  
2020 

17  
June 
 2020 

 Ex-Officio Members 
Prof Chris Greer, Dean (Chair)     

Prof Laurence Solkin, Deputy Dean (Deputy Chair)     

Prof Giulia Iori, Head of Economics     
Dr Patricia Moran, Head of English     

Prof Anastasia Nesvetailova, Head of International 
Politics 

NA 
   

Dr Paul Lashmar, Head of Journalism     

Dr Laudan Nooshin, Head of Music     

Prof Emmanuel Pothos, Head of Psychology R – Elliot 
Freeman    

Dr Rachel Cohen, Head of Sociology     
Prof Miguel Mera, Associate Dean Research (Chair 
of Research and Enterprise Committee) 

   
 

Dr Lauren Knott, Associate Dean Education (Chair 
of PARC and co-chair LATC) 

   
 

Ms Mary Ann Kernan, Associate Dean Student 
Experience (Chair of SEC and co-chair LATC) 

    

Prof Stephen Cottrell, Associate Dean Research 
Students 

    

 Non Ex-Officio Academic Staff Members 
Dr Firat Yaman, Economics A    
Dr Julie Wheelwright, English     

Dr Stefano Pagliari, International Politics     

Dr Colin Porlezza, Journalism     
Dr Ian Pace, Music A    

Dr Paula Corcoran, Psychology A    

Dr Deborah Rafalin, Psychology     

Dr Gemma Birkett, Sociology N/A    
Dr Ana Gaio, Sociology A    

Dr Carrie Myers. A    
Academic Representative from any department. N/M    
Academic Representative from any department. N/M    
Academic Representative from any department.  N/M    

Student Members 
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Mr Saqlain Riaz, Students’ Union VP Education  

    

Mr Dean Rowe, School of Arts and Social Sciences 
Representative Officer 

 
    

Student Representative UG N/M    
Student Representative PGT N/M    
Student Representative PGR N/M    
 Non-voting observers 

 Mr Kieran Brookes, SASS Head of Academic 
Services     

Prof Xeni Dassoui, non-ex-officio Senate member A    
Prof Jean Chalaby, non-ex-officio Senate member     

Attendance key: Present, A Apologies received, R Representative present, N/A No apologies received, N/M Period when 
not a member 
 
In attendance: Ms Kate Kelsey Quality Manager (secretary to Board), Natasha Cornwell, Quality 
Officer 
  
Part One – Preliminary Items 

 
1. Welcome and Apologies  

Board of Studies members were welcomed and apologies were received as indicated in the 
above table.  
 
The chair welcomed new members and members of the Board introduced themselves 
 

2. Minutes  
The minutes of meeting 33 held on 12 June 2019 were considered. The minutes were approved 
as an accurate record of the meeting. 
 

3. Actions and Matters Arising:  
  
Actions from meeting 33 were updated as follows:  
 

Meeting 33 – 12 June 2019 

Minute Details and Action Respon-
sibility  

Update 

Item 3 
page 2 

IP asked if the tariff figures for UG Music can be 
checked.  

Action: KB to provide an update on the working 
group, which is putting together a proposal for how 
to manage the tariff figures for Music and other 
similar courses. 

KB KB confirmed that 
this has been 
done and he 
would circulate 
the information.  
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Minute Details and Action Respon-
sibility  

Update 

Item 3 
page 3 

Concerns were raised between SSLCs and PCs. KK 
raised this issue at Quality Forum. S&AS are aware of 
the concerns and have presented information on the 
differences, at present there are no plans to radically 
change the BoS sub-committee structure, but BoS may 
want to think about membership of the PCs and further 
guidance could be provided to student reps on the role 
of this committee. 

Action: KK to ask the SU about the training they 
give to student reps and whether the differences in 
the committees are explained.  

Action: Programmes to consider selecting a smaller 
number of “lead” reps to sit on Programme 
Committees, particularly where the number of reps 
on the programme is very high. 

Action: KK and UG PDs to look into guidance on 
student representation at programme committees. 
 

KK Ongoing action.   

Item 7 
Page 9 

KK to provide members feedback on Module Evaluation 
Policy Consultation to Student and Academic Services 

KK Item complete 

Item 7 
Page 10 

LK to provide feedback on Draft Count Me In Policy 
Consultation to Student and Academic Services 

LK Item complete 

Item 13 
Page 13 

HoDs to email KK response to queries regarding 
internal examiner appointments and KK to circulate final 
versions to Board. 

KK Final versions 
were agreed and 
will added to 
Quality Hub 

Item 14 
Page 14 

KK to send the honorary staff appointments to 
HR/Governance to process and write to the appointees. 

KK Item complete 
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Minute Details and Action Respon-
sibility  

Update 

Item 16 
Page 16 

HoDs to remind programme directors for the below 
programmes to either arrange for their external to be 
reappointed or seek a new external examiner as 
indicated below. 
 

• MA Publishing and MA International Publishing, 
reappointment of existing examiner possible 

• MA English, new appointment needed 

• BMus Music, reappointment of existing 
examiner possible 

• MSc Financial Economics and modules 
ECM166 and ECM168, reappointment of 
existing examiner possible 

• Russian, reappointment of existing examiner 
possible 

• Mandarin, reappointment of existing examiner 
possible 

• MSc Organisational Psychology, new 
appointment needed 

 
 

HoDs Item complete 

 

Action: KK to ask the SU about the training they give to student reps and whether the 
differences in the committees are explained.  

Action: Programmes to consider selecting a smaller number of “lead” reps to sit on 
Programme Committees, particularly where the number of reps on the programme is very 
high. 

Action: KK and UG PDs to look into guidance on student representation at programme 
committees. 
 
Action: Final versions of Assessment Board membership to be added to Quality Hub 
 
Action: KB to send information to LN on the work the Admissions Team have done to 
ensure students’ instrumental and vocal grades are being included in City’s HESA return. 
 
4. Chair’s Action  
 

The following Chair’s actions were noted: 
 

New Honorary Appointments: 

Honorary 
Appointee 

Type of 
Appointment 

Dept Requestor Start Date End Date Approved 
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Gray, Dina Honorary 
Research 
Fellow 

Psychology Dr Jutta 
Tobias 
Mortlock 

17/06/19 17/06/22 19/07/19 

Purnell, Kandida Honorary 
Research 
Fellow 

International 
Politics 

Prof 
Inderjeet 
Parmar 

01/09/19 31/08/20 19/07/19 

Maglianella, 
Valerio 

Honorary 
Research 
Assistant 

Psychology Dr 
Francesco 
Rigoli 

01/03/20 30/09/20 10/07/19 

Arafat, Rana Visiting 
Scholar 

Journalism Dr Zahera 
Harb 

01/11/19 29/05/20 27/06/19 

Finlow, Pat Honorary 
Research 
Fellow 

International 
Politics 

Dr Tom 
Davies 

02/09/19 31/08/22 25/06/19 

Kadioglu, 
Gozde 

Visiting 
Scholar 

Psychology Dr Dimitris 
Pinotsis 

10/08/19 05/10/19 10/07/19 

Todd, Brenda Honorary 
Research 
Fellow 

Psychology Dr Trudi 
Edginton 

01/10/19 01/10/20 10/07/19 

Sarkar, Urvashi Honorary 
Research 
Fellow 

International 
Politics 

Prof 
Inderjeet 
Parmar 

02/09/19 31/08/22 10/07/19 

Braun, Virginia Honorary 
Research 
Fellow 

Sociology Prof 
Rosalind 
Gill 

01/08/19 31/10/19 23/07/19 

Heimer, Karen Honorary 
Visiting 
Professor 

Sociology Prof Sylvia 
Walby 

01/01/20 31/12/22 01/08/19 

Thurman, Neil Honorary 
Senior 
Research 
Fellow 

Journalism Dr Paul 
Lashmar 

02/09/19 01/09/22 16/08/19 

Payman, Vinus Honorary 
Research 
Assistant 

Psychology Dr Dimitris 
Pinotsis 

01/10/19 31/03/19 16/08/19 

Dzendrowskyj, 
Theresa 

Honorary 
Research 
Assistant 

Psychology Dr Trudi 
Edginton 

01/09/19 31/08/20 23/09/19 

Treiss, Stephan Honorary 
Research 
Assistant 

Psychology Prof 
Emmanuel 
Pothos 

20/09/19 31/03/20 23/09/19 

 

Assessment Board 

The approval of new Assessment Board Chairs - Professor Anastasia Nesvetailova (International 
Politics) and Dr Paul Lashmar (Journalism), this was also approved by the President on behalf of 
Senate. 

 
5. Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 

 
The terms of reference were noted. The composition and membership was agreed as shown in the 
table on page 1.  
 
Prof Laurence Solkin has returned from sabbatical and resumes his role as Deputy Dean. This 
increases the number of ex-officio staff members to 13. A number of non-ex-officio member 
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stepped down at the end of last year. Dr Firat Yaman, Dr Colin Porlezza were appointed as new 
non-ex-officio members following School wide call, but a there are three remaining non-ex-officio 
places to fill. Student members are needed and KK will liaise with the new Student Representation 
Officer in the Students’ Union to ensure students are represented. 
 
Action: KK to arrange for the vacant positions of student and non-ex-officio members to be 
advertised and elections held if necessary. 
 
6. Board of Studies Sub-Committees Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 
 

The terms of reference composition and membership for the following Board of Studies sub-
committees were noted: 
 
• Programme Committees 

o Economics Undergraduate 
o Economics Postgraduate  
o Economics Research 
o English Undergraduate 
o English Postgraduate 
o International Politics Undergraduate 
o International Politics Postgraduate 
o International Politics Research 
o Journalism Undergraduate 
o Journalism Postgraduate 
o Music Undergraduate and Postgraduate 
o Psychology Undergraduate 
o MSc Organisational Psychology  
o MSc Behavioural Economics  
o MSc Clinical, Social and Cognitive Neuroscience and MSc Research Methods with 

Psychology 
o DPsych Counselling Psychology 
o Postgraduate Certificate Counselling Psychology 
o Research Degree 
o Sociology Undergraduate 
o Sociology Postgraduate 

• Staff Student Liaison Committees 
o Economics Undergraduate 
o MSc Economics, MSc Development Economics and MSc Financial Economics 
o MSc Business Economics and MSc International Business Economics 
o MSc Health Economics and MSc Economic Evaluation in Healthcare  
o Economics Research 
o English Undergraduate 
o English Postgraduate 
o International Politics Undergraduate 
o International Politics Postgraduate 
o International Politics Research 
o Journalism Undergraduate Year 1 
o Journalism Undergraduate Year 2 
o Journalism Undergraduate Year 3 
o MA Broadcast Journalism  
o MA Television Journalism 
o MA Financial Journalism 
o MA Investigative Journalism 
o MA Magazine Journalism 
o MA Interactive Journalism and MA Newspaper Journalism 
o MA International Journalism 
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o MA Erasmus Mundus Journalism 
o Journalism Research 
o Music Undergraduate  
o Music Postgraduate 
o Psychology Undergraduate 
o MSc Organisational Psychology  
o MSc Behavioural Economics  
o MSc Clinical, Social and Cognitive Neuroscience and MSc Research Methods with 

Psychology 
o DPsych Counselling Psychology 
o Postgraduate Certificate Counselling Psychology 
o Sociology Undergraduate 
o Sociology Postgraduate 

 
• Programme Approval & Review Committee 
• Research & Enterprise Committee 
• Learning & Teaching Committee 
• Student Experience Forum  

 
  
Part Two – Reports and Consultations 
 
 
7. Chair’s Report 

 
Recruitment and Finances  
 
CG reported that the picture is still changing, but it looks like our UG recruitment has hit target 
(around 1060FTE), but is down on International. Our PGT recruitment looks to be just over 
700FTE against target of 800FTE. Clearly this shortfall at PGT and at UG international will have 
significant financial implications that will need to be managed both in-year and in the coming 
years.  
 
Our unconditional PGT offer scheme, combined with the City-wide fee reduction and SASS 
Dean’s Alumni Scheme, generated 72 applications from existing UG students. This has 
converted into 40 students.  
 
The UG growth in the SASS strategic plan has required some departments to recruit over target 
to offset the shortfall in other departments. Most departments this year dropped tariff in clearing 
in order to try and make their numbers. We do not yet have the tariff analysis, but it is clear that 
the strategy of ‘quality constrained growth’ is straining to deliver and that growth is in some areas 
coming at the expense of quality.  
 
This year, colleagues across the School will be invited to engage in work on the School’s identity 
– who we are, what we do, who we do it for – with a view to adapting our educational offer in a 
way that delivers our numbers and minimises our exposure in clearing. HoDs have already 
offered a view on the current tariff requirements, and these responses are feeding into UWRAG. 
More information will follow in subsequent BoS meetings.  
 
National Student Survey  
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The NSS is the single biggest factor in City’s decline in the tables. Larger programmes have a 
proportionately bigger impact on the University’s overall NSS score and position, so when a few 
big programmes fall significantly in the NSS, the University goes down as a whole.  
Based on last year’s poor institutional performance, with some significant exceptions, student 
satisfaction has been identified by Council as a top priority. The Provost has organised a series 
of meetings – this year earlier than usual – to seek detailed reassurance that where programmes 
are doing well, this will continue or improve, and where programmes are struggling, this will 
improve and improve significantly. All programmes are being discussed (even English at 100% 
satisfaction), but the greatest scrutiny will fall on those programmes identified as consistently 
performing poorly and having a significant impact on the overall University rating.  
 
Workload Allocation Models  
 
CG reported that he emailed all HoDs from the last Athena Swan steering group meeting 
because colleagues from a number of Departments were expressing concerns that they still had 
not seen their workloads or, if they had, had seen these only in isolation and could not compare 
their own workloads with those of their colleagues. It was reassuring that all HoDs responded to 
confirm that their workload allocation models, however else they may differ, satisfy the 10 criteria 
agreed through SASS ExCo last year and circulated to all Staff before the summer. CG will be 
looking at all Departmental WAMs this term. A University WAM Working Group is now 
considering the introduction of University-wide principles to inform workload models across the 
institution. CG is part of that group and all SASS HoDs have helpfully provided information to 
inform the discussion and CG will report back on developments at future meetings.  
 
Congratulations  
 
Congratulations to Steve Cottrell, who has been appointed as AVP Doctoral College, and Chris 
McDowell who is taking up role as AVP International. In line with equal opportunities, Athena 
Swan and simple transparency, the policy in SASS is that, when post become available they will 
be advertised across the School. The AD Postgraduate Research post was advertised last week, 
and the AD Global Engagement post will be advertised later this week.  
 
A further two of the AD roles will be coming to the end of their term soon – Associate Dean 
Education (currently Lauren Knott) and Associate Dean Student Experience (currently Mary Ann 
Kernan).  
 
CG thanked to Steve Cottrell and Chris McDowell wished them well in their new appointments. 
 
 

8. Student Voice 
 
SR reported that Welcome Week went well. Freshers Fair was held in the Business Design 
Centre in Islington with over 1500 students attending and many signing up for clubs and 
societies. SR praised the SASS City125 Anniversary Lecture by David Lammy held last week.  
 
SR introduced the new SASS elected Student Representative Officer, Dean Rowe a second-
year psychology student. SR said he looked forward to working with DR this year on SASS 
student issues. 
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October is Black History Month and Rania Salim, VP Community & Wellbeing, is working with 
SU officers and societies to run a number of events and activities this month including a talk by 
Gary Younge and a panel discussion on black women in politics. There is an exhibition in the 
pavilion and on the main walkway. 
 
The SU are running a campaign to raise awareness around the BAME attainment gap and to 
look at ways from moving away from a deficit model. SR will be running forum and working with 
Jack Kilker in Student and Academic Services to produce a report on the BAME attainment 
gap.  
 
SR will be working with student reps to try and increase transparency and close the feedback 
loop. The SU Leadership Academy is running again to support students to become more 
visible in their leadership roles. 
 
The SU is continuing to work on support student welfare and contribute to the work City is 
doing in this area. 
 
Tuna Kunt, SU President is working on campaigns for more individualised assessment 
feedback and the Personal Tutoring Policy  
 
There is a Students’ Union welcome reception for SASS students on Monday 7 October in 
court yard café area.  
 
CG asked if more notice could be given for events and speaks so they can go in diaries.  
 
SR noted that planning events can be tricky with the four week external speaker approval 
policy.   
 
CG stated that he was keen for SASS and the SU to work together on key university priorities.  
 

9. Senate Consultation, Briefing Report and Minutes  
  
Draft Academic Integrity & Misconduct Policy 
 
CG introduced the consultation. BoS is being asked if they: 
 

• agree with the principles and scope of the policy?  If not, details of the rationale and the 
proposed updates or revisions should be provided 

• have any further comments for consideration by Educational Quality Committee?  
 
Both DR and LK had feedback regarding the policy. They agreed that the shift to a focused 
foregrounding on Academic Integrity (AI) is a welcome and positive one, reflecting the current 
thinking across UK HE and felt the principles and scope underpinning the policy were sound. 
However there are some inconsistencies within the policy which would benefit from alignment to 
ensure clarity and congruence with its principles. 
  
•         It would be suggested that language is re-visited where it is not aligned with the focus on 
AI or supporting students’ learning. For example, p 6, section 1.2.3 – Rather than ‘admits that 
they are guilty’ it would be more congruent with the principles of the policy and the non-criminal 
nature of AM cases to state ‘admits the AM allegation in question’. 
  
•         There are some inconsistencies in process that need shoring up eg 1.2.2 states subsequent 
PAP offences ‘should be’ escalated to ‘AM’ level. However in appendix 4, it notes that previous 
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PAP reprimands ‘can escalate to AM’. The existing policy  notes ‘should be’ – a change to ‘can’ 
would be substantial and we would have concerns about this. This needs explicit clarification. 
 
• Unacknowledged proofreading is highlighted as poor academic practice but the section on 
proofreading does not state the difference between acknowledged and unacknowledged proof-
reading. This should be clarified.   
  
•         There are contradictions in the policy in terms of  how AM should be ‘proven’. In 2.11, it 
states that the burden of proof lies with the University (represented by the AM panel). However 
in 2.6.4. it notes that it is up to the student to demonstrate that their work is their own original 
work and not for City to further prove that the student has committed a misconduct’. It was felt 
that 2.6.4 was the appropriate position in the case of allegations such as contract cheating or 
severe plagiarism or allegations concerning collusion or translation by another party or 
fabrication. This is congruent with current policy, current practice and the thinking of the current 
UK HE field. Both statements are true but the presentation needs to be such that the 
differentiation is clear and this is not a source of confusion for students or panels and thus a 
subsequent source of appeals. 
  
•         On p18, details about permissible activities in relation to proof reading are given. However 
there is no clear statement that proof reading needs to be acknowledged, and this would be 
important for students to have stated given PAP can be defined as ‘unacknowledged proof 
reading’ in the policy (p19). 
  
•         Appendix 3 is very helpful and members were pleased to see that sanctions 4 and 5 are 
presented as parallel for the many reasons noted on previous occasions. However Appendix 4 
raises concerns. Presenting the ‘indicative sanction’ alongside the ‘severity’ categories  reads as 
prescriptive and given that many categories of AM are not clear cut and require detailed 
understanding of context, assessment etc so that panels can make well-reasoned and well 
evidenced decisions, this seems potentially unhelpful and could lead to outcomes not in the spirit 
of the policy that would not be fair to students. For example, on p17, it notes that City has a ‘zero 
tolerance’ policy for cheating in exams, however placing an indicative sanction of 2/3 in the table 
means that a student accessing notes in an exam or looking on a smart watch would be no 
‘worse off’ after sanction that if they just failed. This does not seem fair to other students. Another 
example would be re ‘Fabrication of data – altering research data would be deemed to be a 
sanction 2/3. This seems a serious misconduct involving fraud that risks bringing the university 
into disrepute, deceiving participants etc. However, according to the appendix, the same 
allegation would lead to a sanction 4-6 if it involved generating an ‘entire set of research data’ . 
What if two thirds were generated, or half – not an entire set? Would this really just justify a 
sanction 2 or 3, a fail resit? What if the offence were carried out by a post-graduate or an 
undergraduate? These examples are just a couple of many situations where presenting 
indicative sanctions in such a prescriptive way could be problematic, not in the spirit of the policy 
and not fair to all students. Appendix 3 is clear enough and sufficient for trained, vigilant panels 
to draw upon the policy to make reasoned, consistent decisions on sanction. 
  
 
Action: LK to provide feedback on Academic Integrity and Misconduct Policy to Student 
and Academic Services 
 

10. Sub-committee minutes and reports 
 
The minutes and reports from the Programme Approval & Review Committee, 11 September 
2019 were considered.  
 
LK reported the committee conditionally approved the MA Global Creative Industries at Stage 2 
and considered the outcomes from two successful PSRB visits. 
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The committee also received schedules for new programme approvals and periodic reviews. 
Schedules for PSRB visits will be added to the agenda for the next meeting. 
 
 

11. Monitoring Reports 
 
Assessment Feedback turnaround data from Term 2 and extensions to turnaround for 
2019-20 
 
KK presented the Assessment Feedback Turnaround from Term 2. It was noted that out of 336 
assessments feedback was returned late for 6 records. All included a reason for lateness. This 
is a 97.6 compliance rate with the Assessment and Feedback Policy. This is an improvement on 
previous years but it was noted that the expected compliance rate is 100%.  

BoS agreed to approve the following extensions to the turnaround period:  

• 10 additional days for the Christmas closure period. 
• 4 additional days for the Easter closure period. 
• 1 additional day for the Early May Bank Holiday. 
• 1 additional day for the Late May Bank Holiday. 
• That the four-week turnaround period begins from the date of the last exam of the summer 

examination period. 

Action: Head of Academic Services will write to all students informing them of these 
extensions. 

UG and PG Module Evaluations Summary Report Term 2 

CG presented the module evaluation results for term 2. It was noted there are a large number of 
really positive results with many scores above 4. Laurence Solkin is currently working with staff 
who scored below 3.5 to produce action plans addressing students’ concerns. PM has produced 
a paper looking at the sensitivities around module evaluation scores and how these can be 
addressed. 
 

12. Partnership Provision – Standing Item 
 
The School register of partnership provision was noted. 
 
Board of Studies of the Erasmus Mundus MA Journalism, Media and Globalisation 
 
The minutes of the Board of Studies on 21 and 22 February 2019 were considered as was a 
report from the Board 19 and 20 September 2019. The key decision which relates to City is 
Brexit. The course offers a variable number of Erasmus bursaries to its students although this 
is unlikely to be available to those studying in the UK in the event of a no deal Brexit. 
Universities UK have confirmed that UK bound student who start their first year in Aarhus in 
September 2019 will be able to complete their second year at their chosen UK university.  The 
situation for September 2020 cohort in Aarhus does not carry this guarantee.  With this in mind 
the EM BoS will make a decision on November 1st (when it launches its 2020 application 
offering) on whether to include City and Swansea.  This was discussed in terms of a year out 
rather than a suspension.  James Rodgers and his Swansea counterpart requested the EM 
BoS make as late a decision as possible due to the possibility of a deal coming in October. 

 
LS noted that the membership of this Board included non academic staff and this was not 
compliant with City’s governance and quality regulations.  
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Action: KK to work with academic and professional colleagues in Journalism and 
Programmes and Partnerships, to ensure the governance of this programme is compliant 
with City regulations.  
 

Part Three – Items for Approval  
 
13. External Examiner Reports and Responses 
 

Responses to the following External Examiners reports were approved: 
 

2017-18 reports and responses  

13.1 Amparo Lallana (Spanish)  
13.2 Eleanora Belfiore (MA Culture, Policy and Management)  
13.3 Gianna Bouchard (LA2017 - Performing Arts, LA2018 - Historic London)  
13.4 Jacco Thijssen (MSc Financial Economics; ECM166; ECM168)  
13.5 Josef Mueller (German)  
13.6 Matthew Longo (MSc Research Methods with Psychology)  
13.7 Peter Cole (MA Investigative Journalism)   

2018-19 reports and responses  

13. 8 Andrew Street (MSc Health Economics; Economic Evaluation in Healthcare)  
13.9 Kent Matthews (BSc Financial Economics)  

 
 

14. External Examiners – appointments 
 

It was noted that the following external examiner appointments/ reappointments were 
approved via circulation.  

 New appointment 2018/19:  

• Mr Alan Hunter, MA Interactive and Newspaper Journalism (pathways)   

New appointments 2019/20:  

• Dr Eva Feredoes, MSc Clinical, Social and Cognitive Neuroscience  
• Ms Laura Dean, MSc Organisational Psychology  
• Professor John Dumbrell, BA History  

Reappointments 2019/20:  

• Professor Jacco Thijssen, MSc Financial Economics; ECM166; ECM168  
• Professor Peter Stollery, BMus Music  
• Professor David Finkelstein, MA Publishing and MA International Publishing  

The rationale and appointment form for the following external examiner appointment was 
approved for recommendation to Senate:  
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• Dr Nick Freeman, MA English, 2019-20   

 
15. Assessment Boards, Assessment Board Sub-Committees and Appeal Panels 

The following appointments were approved for 2019-20:  

• Chairs and Deputy Chairs of Assessment Boards for recommendation to Senate  
• Chairs and composition of Academic Appeals and Academic Misconduct 

Panels (excepting members from International Politics) 
• Chairs and composition of Extenuating Circumstances Panels (excepting members 

from International Politics) 
• Chairs and composition of Recognition of Prior (Experiential) Learning Panels   

 Action: AN to provide EC, AM and Appeals Panels members from International Politics 

 
16. Participation Arrangements 
 

The arrangements for late participation in assessments and extensions were approved as the 
same as the previous academic year, it was noted that S&AS are working on a City wide policy 
for both of these areas, but unfortunately it has not been possible to get agreement for 2019-20. 
It is hoped this can be introduced for 2020-21. 

 
 
17. Honorary Appointments 
 
 

The following honorary appointments were approved.  
 

• Ms Susanna Schoch, Visiting Scholar, English  
• Dr Michael Marinetto, Honorary Research Fellow, Journalism  
• Dr Fernando Martínez Santos, Honorary Research Fellow, Economics 

 
Action: KK to send the honorary staff appointments to HR to process and write to the 
appointees. 

 
 

 
Part Four – Items for Information  
 
18. Other Business 

 
There was no other business. 
 

19. Date, Time and Venue of Next Meeting  
 
Meeting 35, Thursday, 28 November 2019, 2pm – 4pm –D427  
Meeting 36, Wednesday, 18 March 2020, 2pm – 4pm – C103  
Meeting 37, Wednesday, 17 June 2020, 2pm – 4pm –  AG01 
 

Kate Kelsey 
Secretary to Board of Studies, November 2019  
 



 
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS, COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

 
BOARD OF STUDIES - MEETING 38 

Wednesday 15 January 2020 
1pm to 4pm in C302 Tait Building 
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Dean of School (Chair) Prof Rajkumar Roy (RKR) 1      
Chairs of the Sub- 
Committees of the 
Board of Studies 

Student Experience Forum 
Dr Lara Silvers (LS) 2 

     

L & T Committee 
Research Committee Prof Panayiotis Kyriacou (PK) 3      

PGT Committee Dr Tatyana Micic (TM) 4  A    

PARC Dr Anton Cox (AC) 5 S S    
 Dr Alfredo Camara (AC) 6      

Dr Omid Yeganeh (OY) 7      

Dr Daniel Nankoo (DN) 8 A     

Professor Jo Wood (JW) 9      

Dr Aidan Slingsby (AS) 10      

Professor Ashraf Ayoub (AA) 11      

Dr Peter Popov (PP) 12   A   

Dr Ilir Gashi (IG) 13 A     

Dr Lyn Robinson (LR) 14  A A   

Prof Chris Atkin (CA) 15   NM   

Prof Joseph Chuang (JC) 17      

SU Vice-President (Education) Mr Saqlain Riaz (SR) 18      

SMCSE Student Representation Officer Mr Aaron Carey (AC) 19  A NA   
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Board of Studies, ensuring representation that 
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by the Board of Studies. 

Dr You Yan (YYY) 20      
Dr Ernesto Priego (EP) 21      
Dr Alessandro De Martino (ADM) 22      
Dr Oliver Kerr (OK) 23      
Capt Tilmann Gabriel (TG) 24 NA NA NM   
Prof Aziz Rahman (AR) 25   A   

Dr Matthew Read (MR) 26      
Dr Joana Fonseca (JF) 27 A A    
Prof Tom Chen (TC) 28      
Dr Vladimir Stankovic (VS) 29      
Dr Jacob Howe (JH) 30      
Dr Richard Goodey (RG) 31  A    
Dr Maria Krotsiani (MK) 32      
Dr Maria Tomas-Rodriguez (MTR) 33   NA   
Prof Abdulnaser Sayma (AS) 34 NM NM    
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 3-5 students including at least one from each of 
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 35      
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 from amongst the students of the of the subject 
areas served by the Board of Studies. 

 39      

Total actual membership (includes extended absence) 38 38 39   
Total Attendance 28 25 26   

QUORUM 50% YES YES YES   
 

In attendance: 
Kathy Dale (KD) Interim Head of Academic Services 
Stephen Higgin (SH) UG Course Operations Manager 
Kim Edmunds Secretary 

 

Key: 
= Present   A = Apologies NA = No Apologies received   NM = Period when not a member 
S = On Sabbatical Leave   AD = Apologies/Deputy Sent 

 

 Part One – Preliminary Items  
 

1. Apologies and welcome 
The Chair noted apologies and welcomed Professor Abdulnaser Sayma as Interim Head of Engineering. 

 
2. Minutes 

The unreserved minutes of the previous meeting (37) held on 20 November 2019 were agreed. 
 

3. Matters Arising 
The Board considered any matters arising not covered elsewhere on the agenda and the status of 
outstanding actions. 

 
Minute 6.i (BoS 33 – 20 March 2019) 
The Associate Dean (RE) reported that the PRES 2019 had closed and there would not be a survey this 
year. 

 
Minute 11.iv (BoS  36 – 25 September 2019) 
The Interim Head of Academic Services reported that Programme Directors and Heads of Department 
had been contacted about late submission of marks. There was a need to focus around key assessment 
points, and further work was required to review the granular detail. A dry run was planned for February 
so improvements could be implemented for the larger Boards in May/June. 

 
Minute 10.i (BoS 37 – 20 November 2019 ) 
The Board noted that the summary document of UG APE Reports for 2018/19 had been produced and 
this action had been completed. 

 
Minute 10.ii (BoS 37 – 20 November 2019) 
The Board noted that these actions for the PGR APE Reports for 2018/19 were now completed. 
Amendments to the reports for Mathematics, Engineering and Computer Science had been approved by 
the Associate Dean (RE) and would be sent to QUAD. 

 
4. Chair’s Action and items approved by circulation since the last meeting 

The Board noted Chair’s Action taken since the last meeting: 
i. Approval of PGR Annual Programme Evaluation Reports 2018-19 (Mathematics; Computer 

Science, Engineering; Library & Information Science). 
 

The Board noted the items approved by circulation since the last meeting: 
i. External Examiner Appointment – Professor Xi Jiang, Queen Mary University of London; MSc 

Advanced Mechanical Engineering Programme. 
 

5. Chair’s Report 
The board received the Dean’s report. 
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The Chair wished to highlight that additional resources were in place to offer training opportunities for 
School staff. Social media training had taken place that morning with around 20 staff members attending; 
further sessions would be offered in due course. A leadership training programme for ExCo members 
was being developed to be delivered later in the term; and Organisational Development were also working 
on a training programme for Programme Directors. 

 
The Chair had noted that External Examiner reports often included comments on staff’s focus on process 
rather than course content. It was important for Programme Directors to demonstrate interest in the 
curriculum overall and to engage fully with the content of their programmes. 

 
6. Departmental sub units/Research Centres 

The Board received a report from the Associate Dean (RE). The following points were noted: 
 

REF 2021: Preparations for REF 2021 were ongoing. Resources had been allocated by the University to 
support the Unit of Assessment leads. The School would now engage in a large external review of 
outputs, which would coincide with ARQM 2020 which was due to be launched shortly. There had not yet 
been University-wide communication about how outputs would be selected and the consequent impact 
on staff, especially concerning promotion, although it was likely that the arrangements would be similar 
to the previous submission. The Associate Dean (RE) would seek clarification and notify staff accordingly. 

 
ACTION: Associate Dean (RE) to seek clarification from the Vice-President (Research & Enterprise) 

on REF output selection and the consequences for staff. 
 

Research Centre Review: The Chair and Associate Dean (RE) had presented plans for research centre 
restructuring during a School meeting held on 30 October 2019. An extraordinary School Research 
Committee meeting had been held in December to discuss this issue. Departments had been asked to 
meet with their research centre colleagues and put forward to the School, by 14 February 2020, their 
plans and ideas relating to the research centres in their departments. 

 
PhD studentships 2020: The PhD studentship allocation for 2020 had now been announced. The School 
would be aiming to recruit a maximum of 20 students on a combination of full and half scholarships. The 
advertisement had been published with a deadline for applications of 20 April 2020. Departments would 
then assemble their panels in order to rank and shortlist applicants before a final decision at School level 
to award the scholarships. The HoD Computer Science commented that junior staff were very keen to 
support new studentships but queried how this would work given the current rules around Category A 
and Category B supervisors. The Chair emphasised that being second supervisor gave young academics 
the experience to become first supervisor in due course. The current rules provided that a Category B 
supervisor who could demonstrate research excellence with an ARQM GPA equal to or greater than 3* 
could become a category A supervisor. The Associate Dean (RE) suggested that a case needed to be 
made to the President to support young academics to become supervisors. The Associate Dean (RE) 
would explore the system in operation at Cass. 

 
ACTION: Associate Dean (RE) to explore the supervisor system in operation at Cass. 

 
ARQM 2020: The ARQM exercise would begin next month and School staff would be invited to 
participate as usual. 

 
PhD training: The first two-day training event had taken place in November 2019; the feedback from 
participants had been very positive and another event might be held in February. The Associate Dean 
(RE) was liaising with his counterparts in other Schools to investigate the availability of central resources 
for additional training to include 2nd and 3rd year students. The Chair reported that he had also received 
good feedback from the recent event, with 2nd year students indicating that they now expected similar 
training. The Associate Dean (RE) would investigate training for 2nd years for late Spring/early Summer. 
It was understood that the Doctoral College would have additional resources for training, although 
detailed plans were still awaited, and ideally a structured annual training schedule could be developed 
in due course. 

 
ACTION: Associate Dean (RE) to investigate training opportunities for 2nd year PhD students. 
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 Part Two – Items for approval and decision  
 

7. External Examiners - Reports and Responses 
 

i. Professor Silvestre Pinho (UG Mechanical Engineering & Aeronautics Programmes) 
The Chair commented that paragraph 9 in the response letter mentioned that the Mathematics 1 
module did not appear to be covering all of the material that was outlined in the module specification. 
The Deputy HoD Engineering confirmed that meetings had been held over the summer around this 
issue but this was an ongoing piece of work. The Interim HoD Engineering explained that Mathematics 
was a challenge, as it was mandatory to meet accreditation requirements, and discussions would 
continue within the Department. The Deputy HoD Engineering would amend the draft letter to 
strengthen the reference for provision of an additional member of staff. 

 
ACTION: Interim HoD Engineering and Deputy HoD Engineering to discuss staffing of Mathematics 1 

module. 
ACTION: Deputy HoD Engineering to amend the draft response accordingly. 

 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and approved with amendment the 2018/19 External Examiner report and 
response for Professor Silvestre Pinho. 

 
 

ii. Professor Holger Babinsky (MSc Advanced Mechanical Engineering) 
The Board noted that Professor Babinsky had made a specific comment in the report regarding limited 
provision of course content details at briefing meetings, with the focus mainly on procedure. The 
Interim HoD Engineering commented that the role of the External Examiner was to provide quality 
control, whereas the accreditation body would usually monitor content. It was acknowledged that this 
distinction was not necessarily clear for External Examiners and that not all programmes had external 
accreditation. The Board was reminded that External Examiner responses were also scrutinised by 
accrediting bodies. 

 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and approved the 2018/19 External Examiner report and response for Professor 
Holger Babinsky. 

 
 

iii. Professor Kamel Hawwash (MSc Construction Management) 
The Chair commented that Visiting Lecturers (VLs) taught on a number of the School’s programmes, 
however, having VLs delivering an entire programme was problematic. There was certainly a rationale 
for having some VL contribution on a programme as industry experience was highly valued, but the 
Chair was concerned that this model of teaching might demonstrate that the Department was perhaps 
not fully engaged with the topic. With any VL involvement in a programme, communication was very 
important. The Interim HoD Engineering agreed that there should not be 100% VL teaching on this 
programme, and at least one member of staff for Construction Management should be involved. The 
Board agreed that 100% VL teaching needed to be addressed. 

 
ACTION: Interim HoD Engineering to review the VL teaching provision on the programme. 

 
ACTION: Deputy HoD Engineering to amend the wording in paragraphs 3 and 4 of the draft response 

to include that action to address the lack of staff involvement in the programme was being 
taken. 

 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and approved with amendments the 2017/18 External Examiner report and 
response for Professor Kamel Hawwash. 
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iv. Professor James Crabbe (PG Maritime Engineering Programmes) 
The Board received the tabled draft response and agreed that the points raised around VL teaching 
cover, succession planning and coursework marks would need further discussion with the Interim 
HoD Engineering and the response to be revised accordingly. 

ACTION: Interim HoD Engineering to review and revise the response letter. 

AGREED: 
The Board considered and did not approve the 2018/19 External Examiner report and response for 
Professor James Crabbe. 

 
In discussion of Comment 3 of this report – about the variable quality of material available to students 
on Moodle across different modules - OK suggested that it would be useful to be able to view other staff 
members’ Moodle pages to provide for more consistency across modules. The Interim Head of 
Academic Services agreed to ask about current processes and rules around allowing more general 
Moodle access, for example being able to self-enrol as an observer. In the meantime, the UG Course 
Operations Manager would facilitate Moodle access at School level for all School courses for OK. 

 
ACTION: Interim Head of Academic Services to check current processes and rules for Moodle access 

for staff 
 
ACTION: UG COM to facilitate Moodle access at School level for all School courses for OK. 

 
 

v. Professor David Cleland (MSc Civil Engineering Structures) 
The Board noted that paragraph 3 of the response discussed the timing of involvement of the 
moderator in cases of discrepant dissertation marks. The Chair and Interim HoD Engineering 
suggested that this issue required further discussion and a standard process for the School needed 
to be agreed at School level. The Deputy HoD Engineering would amend the letter accordingly and 
the Chair and Associate Dean (PGES) would organise a small working group with involvement across 
the School to look further at this matter. 

 
ACTION: Deputy HoD Engineering to amend draft letter accordingly. 

 
ACTION: Chair and Associate Dean (PGES) to organise School-level working group to determine what 

level of discrepancy in marks should trigger moderator involvement. 
 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and approved with amendment the 2018/19 External Examiner report and 
response for Professor David Cleland. 

 
 
8. Reports from Periodic Reviews and Professional Bodies 

 
i. To approve the self-evaluation report for the MSc Renewable Energy & Power Systems 

Management programme periodic review. 
The Programme Director (DN) reported that this was the first time that the programme had been 
reviewed. Competitor analysis had been included, together with statistics regarding average marks 
and resits, SWOT analysis and a short/long-term action plan. The Chair queried the lack of reference 
to equipment condition monitoring and maintenance which the Programme Director explained had not 
been a consideration when drafting the report. The Chair and Interim HoD Engineering would discuss 
the document further circulation to the Board for approval. The PPR Panel meeting was scheduled 
for 27th March and it was understood that the Self-evaluation Report would need to be circulated at 
least one month in advance, although the Interim Head of Academic Services would check the 
timeline. 

 
ACTION: Chair, Interim HoD Engineering and Programme Director to review and revise the report. 
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ACTION: Revised report to be circulated to BoS for approval prior to circulation to the PPR Panel. 
 
ACTION: Interim Head of Academic Services to check the timeline for circulation of the report to the 

PPR panel. 
 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and did not approve the Self-evaluation Report for the MSc Renewable Energy & 
Power Systems Management Programme Periodic Review. The document would be reviewed further by the 
Chair and Interim HoD Engineering, taking points discussed into account, before circulation to the Board for 
approval. 

 
 

ii. To consider the periodic review panel report and approve the Department’s response for 
PGR Engineering. 
The STR Engineering presented the Department’s response to the conditions and recommendations 
from the PPR Panel. One of the main conditions (point 1) related to increased recruitment of sufficient, 
good-quality, funded PhD students. The Interim HoD Engineering explained that it would be necessary 
to ascertain the reason for this problem before a solution could be offered, as very few students were 
self-funded. With regard to supervision, the Board noted that a School Handbook for supervisors had 
now been developed. It was frustrating for Category B staff that they could not be first supervisor but 
in reality often undertook the bulk of the supervision work which was not a very encouraging situation. 

 
The Associate Dean (UADS) emphasised that the Department was required to meet the points that 
were ‘Conditions’ and a comprehensive action plan must be developed for points 1 and 3. The Board 
agreed that more thought was required about how best to address the conditions and the proposals 
to meet them. 

 
ACTION: The Chair, Associate Dean (RE), Interim HoD Engineering and STR Engineering would take 

the discussion off-line and develop proposals for approval by the Board via circulation. 
 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and did not approve the Department’s response to the periodic review panel report 
for PGR Engineering. A revised response would be developed and circulated to the Board for approval via 
circulation. 

 
 

iii. To approve the SMCSE Professional, Statutory and Regulatory Body Register for submission 
to the City Education and Quality Committee. 
The Board noted a number of inaccuracies in the Register including details for the Aeronautical 
Society (preparations were in progress to apply for a 1-year extension to 2021); and changes to 
Programme Director details. It was agreed that the BoS Secretary would work with the Deputy HoD 
Engineering to amend the Register and the revised version would be circulated to BoS for any further 
comments before sign-off by Chair’s action. The Board noted that these actions would need to be 
undertaken within the next two days in order to meet the forthcoming paper deadline for Educational 
Quality Committee. 

 
ACTION: Register to be reviewed by Deputy HoD Engineering and BoS Secretary before circulation 

to BoS for final comment and Chair’s action approval. 
 
AGREED: 
The Board considered and did not approve the SMCSE Professional, Statutory and Regulatory Body 
Register. Following agreed actions above, the revised Register would be circulated to the Board for further 
comment before approval by Chair’s action. 
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 Part Three – Reports, consultations and items for discussion  
 

9. Student Voice 
 

i. Report from Student Representatives and City Students’ Union 
The Board received a verbal report from the SU Vice President (Education). Following a very busy 
autumn term, the Study Well campaign would be running throughout the fortnight of examinations this 
month; Graduation ceremonies would be starting on 20th January; and the Programme Representative 
Reception was scheduled for 27th January. 

 
 

10. Senate Briefing Reports, Minutes and Consultations. 
 

i. Senate Minutes – 16 October 2019 
The full Senate minutes were not yet available, but the Board noted the highlights from the Senate 
meeting held on 11 December 2019. The City Doctoral College, which was replacing the City 
Graduate School, was due to be launched in March. A replacement for the Research and Progress 
(RaP) system was being investigated to overcome the current problems experienced with this 
software. All PhD student progression decisions would be made by the Doctoral College which 
planned to meet up to six times a year. The proposed composition of the Doctoral College Board of 
Studies was still being finalised but members would be drawn from School Boards of Studies, and 
include Senior Tutors for Research in addition to the Associate Deans (RE). 

 
ACTION: The Associate Dean (RE) would check if a regular report would be received by the School 

from the Doctoral College for reporting to BoS. 
 
 

11. Board of Studies Sub Committee Minutes 
 

i. Programme Approval and Review Committee 
The Board considered the minutes from the Programme Approval and Review Committee (PARC) 
meetings held on 14 November 2019 and 11 December 2019. The Associate Dean (UADS) – who 
had been PARC Chair for Term 1 - reported that consideration of new programme proposals had 
taken up most of PARC time last term and not many modular amendments had been submitted 
recently. The MSc in Maritime Safety and Security Management was due to be reviewed at the UPAC 
Stage 2 meeting later that day; and four new programmes were scheduled for the forthcoming Stage 
1 UPAC. The Chair thanked Dr Child for his leadership in developing the MSc Data Science Level 7 
Apprenticeship programme. 

 
 

ii. Student Experience Forum 
The Board considered the minutes from the Student Experience Forum meeting held on 7 November 
2019. The Associate Dean (UADS) reported that this was a newly formatted committee to help with 
student engagement. The Student Experience Forum focussed on environmental matters, for 
example library, security and was distinct from the SSLC that was concerned with programme matters. 
Staff committee members were being kept to a minimum, and student attendance had doubled this 
time to around 15 attendees. The meetings were interactive and informative. A new email role account 
had been set up to enable a dedicated route for student representatives to report problems and raise 
issues in between meetings. A Moodle site was also being organised, which would be a pilot for the 
University. 

 
The Chair would find it useful to have a summary of student feedback received at these meetings. 
The Associate Dean (UADS) had a full list of comments and would prepare a summary of key topics 
after each meeting. An action-tracking document would also be developed. It would be helpful for 
SSLC Chairs to receive the summary paper to ensure that content is not duplicated. 

 
ACTION: Associate Dean (UADS) to prepare a summary document from the 7 November 2019 meeting 

and send to SSLC Chairs and BoS Secretary for circulation. In future, a summary would be 
prepared from all meetings and an action-tracking document would also be developed. 
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iii. UG Programme & Staff and Student Liaison Committees 
The Board considered the minutes from the UG Programme & Staff and Student Liaison Committees 
for Period 1 of the 2019/20 academic year. The Associate Dean (UADS) had also submitted a 
summary paper. The Chair reminded the Board that the UG survey season would be starting on 20 
January, and PG on 3 February and emphasised the need to aim for an increased response rate of 
at least 50% this year for Your Voice 1, Your Voice 2 and PTES surveys. The OfS guidelines on 
restrictions around encouraging survey completion would be circulated shortly. The Associate Dean 
(UADS) and Associate Dean (PGES) would be briefing their Programme Directors shortly. 

 
The Board acknowledged that a higher response rate was required, although a 50% target was 
considerably higher than the usual response rate of around 5% and might not be realistic or 
achievable, and perhaps a target of around 25% would be more reasonable; putting pressure on 
students to complete these surveys might be counterproductive and they might become unwilling to 
respond to the NSS in Year 3. Students provided a lot of feedback already via different committees 
and perhaps they considered that this was duplicated with the surveys. Students needed to feel that 
submitting feedback was worthwhile which was why the completion incentive debate was so important 
to resolve. The Associate Dean (UADS) added that having gone through the Your Voice 1 and 2 
responses, there were some comments that had not been aired in other forums or committees, so it 
was a useful process; in the longer term, hopefully these comments would come out in another forum 
but until then, it was important to persevere with these surveys. It would be helpful for Programme 
Directors to provide a summary report to BoS on Your Voice 1, Your Voice 2 and NSS results. The 
Chair and Associate Dean (UADS) also needed to plan more effective methods of communicating 
survey outcomes with students 

 
ACTION: Programme Directors to submit a summary report to BoS on results from Your Voice 1, Your 

Voice 2 and NSS. 
 
ACTION: Chair and Associate Dean (UADS) to plan more effective methods of communicating survey 

outcomes with students. 
 

With regard to completion incentives for students, the Board noted that there had been constructive 
suggestions from students at SSLC meetings for something more than coffee tokens but there 
seemed to be insufficient additional resources available centrally to fulfil these suggestions. The 
Associate Dean (UADS) reported that she had met with the Head of Education & Student Strategy 
Support Unit and the idea of additional incentives had not been met with complete resistance, 
although it would be important to consider consistency of common incentives across all Schools. 
Currently only coffee tokens would be provided from central resources, but the School had 
supplemented this offering with soft drinks. JW reported that this issue had been raised in the SSLC 
meeting in October and it would be helpful if the School could show how it had responded to all 
suggestions. The SU VP (Education) added that it would be important to consult with students, as a 
lot of students did not drink tea/coffee. It was noted that action was required for the following week. 

 
ACTION: Chair to investigate at University level possible options for additional completion incentives. 

 
 

iv. PGT Programme & Staff and Student Liaison Committees 
Due to time constraints, this item was deferred to the March meeting. 

 
 

v. Postgraduate Committee 
Due to time constraints, this item was deferred to the March meeting. 

 
 
12. Board of Studies Monitoring Report 

 
i. UG Admissions Report 
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The Associate Dean (UADS) presented the UG Admissions Report and summary paper, as at 6 
January 2020. A large number of applications were expected this week, so it was not possible to 
report a full picture on the first phase of recruitment. In comparison with this time last year, 
Computer Science figures were only 5% down, so there was reason to be optimistic; Mathematics 
figures were significantly down and the Associate Dean (UADS) would speak to the HoD 
Mathematics and Associate Dean (UG Education) about possible module changes; for 
Engineering, Biomedical figures were up, the BEng with placement route (a reinstated 
programme) was proving very popular, and Mechanical was down by 18%. 

 
 

ii. PGT & PG Aviation Admissions Report 
The Board noted the PGT & PG Aviation Admissions Report and summary paper. Until the end 
of December, only about 28% of expected applications had been received. The Interim Head of 
Engineering noted that the summary paper stated that marketing for part-time students would 
need to be considered further in the next cycle as there had been a reduction in part-time numbers 
in 2019/20. It would be helpful to know the marketing strategy for part-time students so that 
suggestions for improvement could be made to increase the application rate. There had been a 
delay in processing a large number of applications and students needed to receive a quicker 
response. The Chair emphasised the importance of supporting this process to avoid delays both 
at Programme Director and Programme Office level. The Interim Head of Academic Services 
reported that she had today asked for detailed information on the status of applications. The 
situation should be monitored on a weekly basis by the Interim Head of Academic Services and 
the Associate Dean (PGES). 

 
ACTION: Interim Head of Academic Services and Associate Dean (PGES) to monitor application 

processing status on a weekly basis. 
 
ACTION: Chair and Associate Dean (PGES) to discuss with Marketing strategies for part-time student 

recruitment. 
 
 

iii. UG Assessment Board Risk Register 
The Board noted the UG Assessment Board Risk Register. The Associate Dean (UADS) noted 
that most items were closed but the Associate Dean (UG Education) would need to review any 
open items against individual reports to ensure that all actions had been completed. Any risks 
arising from the August period onwards did not seem to be recorded and the BoS Secretary would 
check if there was a more current version of the Register. The Chair suggested that ‘risk 
identification’ be included on the next BoS agenda to allow for fuller discussion, and he would 
discuss with the Associate Dean (UG Education) the possibility of setting up a sub-group to review 
the Risk Register process and level of detail provided in the ‘action to be taken’ column. 

 
ACTION: Secretary to check the current version of the register. 

ACTION: Associate Dean (UG Education) to review open risks. 

ACTION: ‘Risk Identification’ to be included on the March 2020 BoS agenda. 
 
ACTION: Chair to discuss establishing sub-group with Associate Dean (UG Education) to review 

process and level of detail provided in the Risk Register. 
 
 

iv. PGT Assessment Board Risk Register. 
The Board noted the PG Assessment Board Risk Register. 

 
 

v. UG Annual Programme Evaluation Reports 2018-19 Action Plan 
The Board noted the UG Annual Programme Evaluation Reports 2018-19 Action Plan. As 
requested by BoS, the Associate Dean (UADS) had provided a summary action plan of the UG 
APE reports. It was proposed that Programme Directors should notify the Secretary when actions 
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could be marked as closed so that the table could be updated on an ongoing basis. However it 
was noted that Programme Directors were already obliged to provide updated action plans within 
the APE process every six months, and updating an additional summary document was a 
duplication of work. The Chair emphasised that the summary table was a helpful document for 
BoS purposes and it was agreed that, as a compromise, a summary table would be created with 
annual APE submission and at APE mid-year review for BoS to note. 

 
ACTION: Action plan summary table to be created by Programme Directors and presented to BoS 

for noting alongside APE submission and APE mid-year review. 
 
 

vi. SMCSE External Examiner List – January 2020 
The Board received the SMCSE External Examiner List as of January 2020. It was noted that a 
personal email address was listed in the document and the Secretary would seek advice on its 
inclusion from the University’s Data Protection Team and make any necessary amendments to the 
list. 

 
ACTION: Secretary to contact Data Protection Team and make any necessary amendments to the 

External Examiner list. 
 
 

 Part Four – Items for Information  
 

13. Other Business 
The Board noted that there was no other business to consider. 

 
 

14. Date, time and venue of Next Meeting 
The next meeting would be held on Wednesday 18 March 2020, 1.00pm-4.00pm in Convocation Suite. 

 
 
 

Secretary Kim 
Edmunds 
SMCSE Quality Officer 
smcse-bos@city.ac.uk 

mailto:smcse-bos@city.ac.uk


 
SCHOOL OF MATHEMATICS, COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

 
BOARD OF STUDIES - MEETING 38 

Wednesday 15 January 2020 

UNCONFIRMED MINUTES – RESERVED 

 
 

 Part Five – Reserved Business  
 

15. Reserved Minutes 
The reserved minutes of the previous meeting held on 20 November 2019 were agreed. The 
Board noted, however, that the discussion on the School’s Sabbatical Leave Policy had not 
been captured in the minutes and it was agreed that this item would be on the agenda for the 
next Board of Studies meeting in March. 

 
ACTION: Sabbatical Leave Policy to be on agenda for March meeting. 

 
16. Matters Arising 

The Board noted that there were no matters arising. 
 

17. Chair’s Actions 
The Board noted Chair’s Action to approve the items below since the last meeting: 

i. Student Special Scheme of Studies - Diana Agudelo (120022950; BEng Civil 
Engineering with Architecture) 

ii. Student Special Scheme of Studies - Muhammad Abdullah (190041291; MSc Civil 
Engineering Structures Nuclear Power Plants) 

iii. Student Special Scheme of Studies - Alaa Al-Hraishawi (180034013; MSc Civil 
Engineering Structures Nuclear Power Plants) 

iv. Student Special Scheme of Studies – Kavidas Ramasami (120033238; MSc Air 
Transport Management) 

v. Student Special Scheme of Studies – Peter Tin Pe Thein (160068718; BEng 
Aeronautical Engineering) 

vi. Honorary Visiting Professor Appointment - Professor Dimitris Drikakis (Department of 
Electrical and Electronic Engineering) 

 
18. Research Student Progression and Status Changes 

The Board noted the Research Degree Student Progression and Awards Report. 
 

19. Sabbatical Leave 
The Board approved the three-month on sabbatical leave report from: 

 
i. Dr Simone Stumpf (Department of Computer Science) 

 
20. Honorary appointments 

The Board approved the following honorary appointments: 



i. Professor Andreas Kappos - Honorary Visiting Professor (Department of Civil 
Engineering) 

ii. Mr Chris White – Honorary Senior Visiting Fellow (Department of Engineering) 
 
 
21. Other Business 

There was no other business to consider. 
 
 

Secretary Kim 
Edmunds 
SMCSE Quality Officer 
smcse-bos@city.ac.uk 
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THE CITY LAW SCHOOL 
BOARD OF STUDIES 

Meeting 53 held Wednesday 27 November 2019 
UNCONFIRMED MINUTES	

Attendance List 

Name of Member 
Meeting 

50 
05/12/18 

Meeting 
51 

27/02/19 

Meeting 
52 

26/07/19 

Meeting 
53 

27/11/19 
Professor Andrew Stockley 
(Chair) Dean of School ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Professor Chris Ryan Deputy Dean of School ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Cat Edera Interim Chief Operating Oficer    ✓ 
Aurelia Murphy (Secretary) School Head of Academic Services (IC) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Professor Susan Blake  Associate Dean Education ✓ A ✓ ✓ 

Dr Margaret Carran Associate Dean for Academic 
Programmes (Education) A ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Dr Tawhida Ahmed Associate Dean Research A ✓ A N/M 
Professor Peter Hungerford-
Welch 

Assistant Dean Professional 
Programmes A ✓ A ✓ 

Professor Elaine Fahey Associate Dean International ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Professor Jason Chuah Head of Academic Programmes ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Kay Jones Chief Operating Officer A A A A 
Dr David Seymour Programme Director LLB ✓ N/M A A 
Patrick Goold Joint Programme Director LLB ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Edward Bates Joint Programme Director LLB ✓ A ✓ A 
Dr Luke McDonagh Programme Director GELLB A ✓ ✓ A 
Professor Dan Wilsher Programme Director GDL ✓ A ✓ A 
Professor Stuart Sime Course Director BPTC ✓ ✓ A ✓ 
James Catchpole Course Director LPC ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Associate Professor Katherine 
Reece-Thomas Course Director LLM Master of Laws ✓ ✓ A A 

Dr Steven Truxal Course Director LLM International 
Business Law A A A ✓ 

Kiri Lee School Head of Academic Services 
(GIP) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Dr Jesse Elvin Academic Programmes Rep ✓ A ✓ A 
Sarah Gale Academic Programmes Rep ✓ A ✓ ✓ 
Carmen Draghici Academic Programmes Rep ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Thomas Bennett Academic Programmes Rep ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Anthony Rogers Academic Programmes Rep ✓ A A ✓ 
Paul McKeown Professional Programmes Rep A ✓ ✓ A 
Robin Sellers Professional Programmes Rep A A A A 
Keith Simpson Senior Lecturer (Observer) A ✓ ✓ A 
Jasmeet Bhurji Professional Services Rep ✓ ✓ A ✓ 
Jazmine Pharr Professional Services Rep ✓ A A A 
Tuna Kunt Students’ Union (VP Education) ✓ ✓ A N/M 
Saqlain Riaz Students’ Union (VP Education) N/M N/M N/M ✓ 
Raha Ghadaksaz School Student Representation Officer N/M N/M N/M ✓ 
Ricky Emery School Student Representation Officer ✓ A A N/M 

In attendance:  Lorraine Price (Minuting Secretary)  
 
Attendance key: ✓ - Present, A - Apologies, N/A - No apologies received, N/M - Period not a member, S – Research Sabbatical 
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Part One – Preliminary Items 

1 Welcome, Apologies and Introduction 

1.1 The Chair welcomed members to the meeting of The City Law School’s Board of 
Studies.  Apologies were recorded and are shown above.   

2 Minutes 

2.1 The minutes of the previous meeting were approved as an accurate record. 

3 Matters Arising 

3.1 Board of Studies noted the following business had been handled via circulation prior 
to this meeting: 

3.2 The approval of the following External Examiner appointments: 

3.2.1 Mr Michael J Draper (LPC) 
3.2.2 Ms Julie Manson (LPC) 
3.2.3 Ms Rachel Wood (LPC) 
3.2.4 Laura Charleton (LLB/ GELLB/ GDL) 
3.2.5 Paul McConnell (LLB/ GELLB) 
3.2.6 Professor Ming Du (LLB/ GELLB) 
3.2.7 Dr Thomas Margoni (LLB/ GELLB) 
3.2.8 Dr Kyriaki Noussia (LLB) 
3.2.9 Ms Sarah Saunders (BPTC with LLM) 
3.2.10 Dr Christina Walton (LLB) 
3.2.11 Dr A Karim Aldohni (LLB) 

3.3 The approval of the updates to the Academic Integrity & Misconduct Policy.  Approval 
and additional comments were forwarded to Student and Academic Services on 04 
November 2019. 

3.4 The partial approval of the proposed revision to Assessment Regulation Section 4.7 
Failure of a Module.  Feedback was forwarded to Student and Academic Services on 
07 January 2020. 

4 Chair’s Action 

4.1 Board of Studies noted there had been no Chair’s actions since its last meeting 

5 Terms of Reference, Composition and Membership 

5.1 Members received and approved the terms of reference and revised membership for 
Board of Studies. 

5.2 Board of Studies received and noted the assessment board dates for 2019/20. 

6 Board of Studies Sub-committees Terms of Reference, Composition and 
Membership 

6.1 Board of Studies received and approved the revised membership and terms of 
reference for the following committees in 2019/20.   
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6.1.1 Programme Approval and Review Committee  
6.1.2 Learning and Teaching Committee  
6.1.3 Staff Student Liaison Committees  
6.1.4 Programme Committees 
6.1.5 Assessment Boards and their Advisory Panels 

Part Two – Reports and Consultations  

7 Chair’s Report 

7.1 The Chair reported that the outcome of the School Consultation on Academic 
Structure and Leadership Proposal had been circulated to staff on 05 November 2019.  
Comments and feedback had been carefully considered, resulting in some changes to 
the original proposal.  The role descriptions for the new Associate Dean roles would be 
circulated in early December, with a view to applications being received in early 
January. 

7.2 The School were continuing to discuss arrangements for moving to Sebastian Street, 
including the allocation of office space.  A range of suggestion and comments had 
been received already and would be discussed at ExCo with a view to bringing the 
ideas together into a document outlining the principles for allocating space to 
academic staff in the new building.  It was thought this should be issued some time in 
December 2019. 

7.3 In relation to Academic recruitment, the School would be recruiting 18 new positions at 
all levels across all programmes over the next 4 years.  The School would be 
advertising in January 2020, with a view to interviews being in February. 

7.4 As a result of the great work conducting by Kiri Lee, Professor Peter Hungerford Welch 
and Julie Browne, the Bar Standards Board (BB) had approved the new Bar 
Vocational Studies (BVS) suite of programmes. 

7.5 Members noted that the City Law School continued to perform well and were making a 
healthy financial surplus in comparison to other Schools.  Although it was noted this 
may be affected by the recruitment of additional staff, the changes to the professional 
programmes and the downturn in the ranking of the LLB.  At University level the 
situation was more cautious and tough debates were taking place about how to 
mitigate the impact on student experience and satisfaction.  

8 Student Voice. 

8.1 Board of Studies received an update on the outcomes of the following Student 
Surveys:     

8.1.1 Your voice 1 (YV1)  
8.1.2 Your voice 2 (YV2)  
8.1.3 National Student Survey (NSS)  
8.1.4 Postgraduate Research Experience Survey (PRES) 

8.2 It was noted that the response rate for the LLB Legal Practice course had been too low 
to allow the outcomes to be published.  Although, the School had achieved good 
response rates, having met its targets for Your Voice 2 and the NSS.  The University 
had opted to conduct a different postgraduate survey being managed by the Office for 
Students and that it was not possible to provide the data at programme level.  In 
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addition, the response rates for the PRES had been too low to be published.  The data 
was being discussed in more detail by Programme Teams.  

8.3 The Students’ Union(SU)  reported that a Strike referendum had taken place; 895 
students had voted with an outcome of 3 to 1 students being in favour of supporting 
the Strike Action. 

8.4 The staff to student ratios on the LLB had been identified as an area of concern.  It 
was anticipated that the recruitment of additional staff would help to mitigate this. 

8.5 The Students’ Union reported that it had been struggling to keep students engaged 
with SU-led activities because a large proportion of the student population were 
commuter students.  Nevertheless, they were ranked 2nd in London and 26th nationally 
as a Students’ Union. 

9 Research Report 

9.1 Board of Studies noted an enormous effort was going into preparing for the Research 
Excellence Framework (REF) submission.  Support for staff with research outputs 
being submitted for the REF remained a priority.  The deadline for submissions was 
midday, Friday 27 November 2020.  For more information about REF 2021 follow this 
link: https://www.ref.ac.uk/.  

10 Senate Briefing Report, Minutes and Consultations 

10.1 Board of Studies received and noted the minutes from the following meeting of 
Senate: 

10.1.1 16 October 2019  
10.1.2 07 July 2019  

10.2 Members reported there had been an issue around the training of staff eligible to sit on 
stage 2 Appeal and Disciplinary Panels.  It was noted that Student and Academic 
Services would be auditing whether staff have undergone training. 

10.3 In addition, members noted discussion of an Internal Audit Report on the review of the 
School’s move to Sebastian Street.  The report had taken into consideration Annual 
Research Quality Monitoring (ARQM) data from 2018 and 2019. 

10.4 It was acknowledged that space would remain an issue when the School moved into 
Sebastian Street and that PhD Students and visiting researchers would be affected.  
Nevertheless, it was hoped the move would enhance the research environment. 

11 Proposal for new academic structure for the Law School 

11.1 Members noted that some amendments had been made to the original proposal.  It 
was no longer necessary to seek board of Studies approval as the proposal to 
establish Departments of Public and International Law and Practice and of Private and 
Commercial Law and Practice were not being proceeded with.   

11.2 Members noted the new Academic Leadership Structure, noting that it was hoped this 
new structure would facilitate flexibility to develop the programmes.  

12 Periodic Reviews and Professional Bodies 

12.1 Board of Studies noted the ongoing preparations for the following programmes: 
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12.1.1 LLM Master of Laws 
12.1.2 LLM International Business Law 
12.1.3 LLM Maritime Law (Greece)  
12.1.4 PhD Programme 

12.2 The Reflective Documents for the LLMs Master of Laws and International Business 
Law had been approved subject to some minor amendments.  The LLM Maritime Law 
(Greece) and PhD Programme Reflective documents were in need of greater revision 
and would be approved via circulation. 

13 Board of Studies Monitoring Reports 

13.1 Board of Studies received and noted the following reports: 

13.1.1 Monitoring Reports Schedule for 2019/20 
13.1.2 Assessment Feedback Monitoring Period 2 2018/19 
13.1.3 Assessment Board dates 2019/20 
13.1.4 Partnership Provision School Register 2019/20 
13.1.5 PSRB Register 2019/20 
13.1.6 Module Evaluation Results from Spring 2018/19 

13.2 Members noted the Assessment Feedback Turnaround Times from Spring 2018/19.   

14 Members noted that Module Evaluation Results were taken very seriously and that 
plans were in place to address scores that were lower than 3.5, in the interests of 
ensuring the privacy of the individuals concerned, these plans would be managed 
outside of this Committee.   

15 Sub-committee minutes and reports 

15.1 Board of Studies received the following minutes from its sub-committees: 

15.1.1 Research and Enterprise Committee 01/05/2019 
15.1.2 Law Research Degrees Programme Committee 15/10/2019 
15.1.3 Student Experience Committee 02/04/2019 
15.1.4 BPTC Programme Committee 21/11/2019 
15.1.5 Learning and Teaching Committee 02/10/2019 

15.2 Members noted that Learning and Teaching Committee continued to develop a School 
Legal Education Strategy in addition to its Educational Technology Strategy.  In 
addition, they continued to monitor progress with the introduction of the Solicitors 
Qualifying Examination (SQE) by the Solicitors Regulation Authority (SRA). 

15.3 Programme Approval and Review Committee had been concerned with the upcoming 
Periodic Reviews.  They were also continuing to develop modules designed to 
increase opportunities for students to develop their employability skills.  The Micro-
placement Module was currently being developed into a credit-bearing module.  The 
hope was that by 2022 students would take one module aimed t preparing them for 
being career-ready.
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Part Three – Items for approval  

16 Annual Programme Evaluations (APEs) 

16.1 The Committee received and approved the following Annual Programme Evaluations 
for 2018/19.  

16.1.1 LLB 
16.1.2 GELLB 
16.1.3 LLB Legal Practice (CILEx Distance Learning and Apprenticeship) 
16.1.4 GDL 
16.1.5 PhD Programme  

16.2 LLB: The APE had been written in the light of the Your Voice 1 and 2 and NSS 
feedback.  It was noted that a lot of the concerns identified were currently being 
addressed via the introduction of various initiatives such as: 

16.2.1 An improved Induction schedule which included an initial writing exercise, 
designed to help identify weaknesses in academic writing ability. 

16.2.2 The introduction of RACER, developed to make the assessment and 
feedback process more transparent. 

16.2.3 A staff Moot had been scheduled for January 2020, to improve the sense of 
community for students. 

16.2.4 The Programme Team were heartened that 80% of respondents had found 
the programme intellectually stimulating and that External Examiners were 
citing some of its newer modules as being innovative. 

16.2.5 Progression rates were improving and the number of First Class Degre 
classifications had increased. 

16.3 GDL: Members noted that Coretext had not been raised as an issue this year.  It was 
reported that a considerable amount of effort had gone into improving its functionality 
over the Summer break. 

17 External Examiner Reports and Responses 

17.1 Board of Studies received the reports and responses for the following External 
Examiners: 

17.1.1 Emma Piasecki – BPTC 
17.1.2 Cassie Williams – BPTC 
17.1.3 Helen Edwards – BPTC 
17.1.4 Ishan Kolhatker – BPTC 
17.1.5 Ishan Kolhatker – BPTC 
17.1.6 Tim Felton – BPTC 
17.1.7 Alison Liu – BPTC 
17.1.8 Nathan Moxon and William Ralston – BPTC 
17.1.9 Dr Kyriaki Noussia – LLB/ GELLB 
17.1.10 Professor Rosa Greaves – LLB/ GELLB 
17.1.11 Dr Karim Aldhoni – LLB/ GELLB/ GDL 
17.1.12 Dr Christina Walton – LLB/ GELLB/ GDL 
17.1.13 Dr Philip Bremner – LLB/ GELLB 
17.1.14 Dr Philip Bremner – GDL 
17.1.15 Roland Fletcher – GDL 
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17.1.16 Roland Fletcher – LLB LP 
17.1.17 Professor Ming Du – LLB/ GELLB/ LLM MoL 
17.1.18 Simone Lamont-Black – LLB/ GELLB/ LLM MoL 
17.1.19 Arwel Davies – LLM MoL 
17.1.20 Hugo de Rijke – LLM MoL 
17.1.21 Agasha Mugasha – LLM MoL 
17.1.22 Helen Chalk – LPC with LLM/ LLB/ GELLB 
17.1.23 Sarah Saunders – BPTC with LLM 

17.2 Board of Studies was pleased to note positive reports pointing out good practice from 
all of the above External Examiners and members noted and approved of the 
responses.  

18 External Examiner Appointments/ Reappointments 

18.1 Members received and approved the following External Examiner reappointments to 
the BPTC. 

18.1.1 Alison Liu – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.2 Cassie Williams – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.3 Emma Piasecki – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.4 Helen Edwards – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.5 Ishan Kokhotar – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.6 Timothy Felton – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.7 Nathan Moxon – Reappointment 2019/20 
18.1.8 William Ralston – Reappointment 2019/20 

Part four – items for information  

19 Other business 

19.1 There was no other business to discuss. 

20 Dates and times of next meetings 

20.1 Members noted the dates of the next meeting of Board of Studies in 2019/20. 

20.1.1 Meeting 54, Wednesday, 25/03/2020, 15:00 to 17:00, C304, Tait Building 
20.1.2 Meeting 55, Wednesday, 24/06/2020, 15:00 to 17:00, C307, Tait Building 
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THE CITY LAW SCHOOL 
BOARD OF STUDIES 

Meeting 53 held Wednesday 27 November 2019 
UNCONFIRMED MINUTES	

Attendance List 

Name of Member 
Meeting 

50 
05/12/18 

Meeting 
51 

27/02/19 

Meeting 
52 

26/07/19 

Meeting 
53 

27/11/19 
Professor Andrew Stockley 
(Chair) Dean of School ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Professor Chris Ryan Deputy Dean of School ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Cat Edera Interim Chief Operating Oficer    ✓ 
Aurelia Murphy (Secretary) School Head of Academic Services (IC) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Professor Susan Blake  Associate Dean Education ✓ A ✓ ✓ 

Dr Margaret Carran Associate Dean for Academic 
Programmes (Education) A ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Dr Tawhida Ahmed Associate Dean Research A ✓ A N/M 
Professor Peter Hungerford-
Welch 

Assistant Dean Professional 
Programmes A ✓ A ✓ 

Professor Elaine Fahey Associate Dean International ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
Professor Jason Chuah Head of Academic Programmes ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Kay Jones Chief Operating Officer A A A A 
Dr David Seymour Programme Director LLB ✓ N/M A A 
Patrick Goold Joint Programme Director LLB ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Edward Bates Joint Programme Director LLB ✓ A ✓ A 
Dr Luke McDonagh Programme Director GELLB A ✓ ✓ A 
Professor Dan Wilsher Programme Director GDL ✓ A ✓ A 
Professor Stuart Sime Course Director BPTC ✓ ✓ A ✓ 
James Catchpole Course Director LPC ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Associate Professor Katherine 
Reece-Thomas Course Director LLM Master of Laws ✓ ✓ A A 

Dr Steven Truxal Course Director LLM International 
Business Law A A A ✓ 

Kiri Lee School Head of Academic Services 
(GIP) ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Dr Jesse Elvin Academic Programmes Rep ✓ A ✓ A 
Sarah Gale Academic Programmes Rep ✓ A ✓ ✓ 
Carmen Draghici Academic Programmes Rep ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Thomas Bennett Academic Programmes Rep ✓ ✓ ✓ A 
Anthony Rogers Academic Programmes Rep ✓ A A ✓ 
Paul McKeown Professional Programmes Rep A ✓ ✓ A 
Robin Sellers Professional Programmes Rep A A A A 
Keith Simpson Senior Lecturer (Observer) A ✓ ✓ A 
Jasmeet Bhurji Professional Services Rep ✓ ✓ A ✓ 
Jazmine Pharr Professional Services Rep ✓ A A A 
Tuna Kunt Students’ Union (VP Education) ✓ ✓ A N/M 
Saqlain Riaz Students’ Union (VP Education) N/M N/M N/M ✓ 
Raha Ghadaksaz School Student Representation Officer N/M N/M N/M ✓ 
Ricky Emery School Student Representation Officer ✓ A A N/M 

In attendance:  Lorraine Price (Minuting Secretary)  
 
Attendance key: ✓ - Present, A - Apologies, N/A - No apologies received, N/M - Period not a member, S – Research Sabbatical 
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Part five – Reserved business  

1 Reserved Minutes 

1.1 The reserved minutes of the following meetings were received and approved as an 
accurate record. 

1.1.1 Board of Studies 05/07/2019 
1.1.2 Law Research Degrees Programme Committee 15/10/2019. 

1.2 Members noted that PhD supervision, needed to be reviewed from an Athena SWANN 
perspective.  It was noted that there were strict criteria for the appointment of Category 
A supervisors, nevertheless the matter would be looked into with a view to developing 
a strategy for promoting a more inclusive approach to their selection. 

2 Research Degree Candidate 

2.1 Members approved the following Research Degree Candidate: 

2.1.1 David Deller 
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